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IN LUCE TUA
The Good, The True And The Beautiful?
A curious feature of the Christian faith is its lack of a
unique perspective on "the beautiful. " That faith expressed in the New Testament, for example, offers a
unique perspective on "the good" and "the true" but
no readily discernable perspective on "the beautiful. "
Indeed, its locus of "the good" and "the true" has "no
form or comeliness that we should desire him," and the
New Testament remains exceptional in religious literature for its apparent disinterest in beauty.
This oddity of the Christian faith may account for
the variety of perspectives taken on beauty by the faithful, for where the scriptures are silent all is permitted.
It does not, of course, follow that all perspectives on "the
beautiful" are equally profitable or that all works of art
are equally salutary. Rather, the wideness in the word
of God regarding beauty makes it crucial that the faithful use that freedom to make aesthetic choices wisely.
Bad faith follows hard upon bad art, and the apparent
disinterest of the New Testament in beauty need not be
continued in the later Christian tradition.
Alas, the church has been fearful before its freedom.
Few Christians, for example, have been sainted for
exemplary faithfulness in the arts. The church remembers as saints those who served with exemplary faithfulness in the realm of "the good" and "the true," but it
has not remembered as saints those who served with
exemplary faithfulness in the realm of "the beautiful. "
The Christian faith is probably feebler for the fact
that it cannot point the church militant as confidentally
to, say, a St. J S. Bach or a St. T. S. Eliot as it can to a
St. Francis or a St. Augustine. For the time being, we
must wait upon the Spirit for a more confident church
which will recognize saintly faithfulness in artistic life
as it does now in moral and intellectual life.
Leading us into a discussion of the relation of the
church to the arts in her journal on symbol is our January alumna columnist, Gail Ramshaw Schmidt. Having taken her B.A. from the University in 1968, she took
her MA. in creative wn:ting from Sarah Lawrence College and her Ph.D. in contemporary literature from the
University of Wisconsin. In 1978 she took her M.Div.
from Union Theological Seminary with her thesis on
"Lutheran Liturgical Prayer and God as Mother. "
She is married to Thomas Schm'idt ( VU 1968), a
church musician, and they reside in Bronx, ew York,
with their two daughters, Mirian Adelaide and Monica
Rosemary. "I am a member of the LCA," wn·tes Gail
'but like to descn·be myself as a Lutheran Catholic, and
I wish the nomenclature would catch on. "
The Cresset welcomes alumna Gail Ramshaw
Schmidt to In Luce Ttia.

The Editor
January, 1981

Of Saints
And Poets
Leaves From a Notebook on Symbol
Gail Ramshaw Schmidt
. . "Do any human beings ever reali~e life while they
hve it-every, every minute?"
"No-Saints and poets maybe-they do ome."
So concludes Thornton Wilder's Our Town. About
them, saints and poets, this is written.

I
My desk used to be surrounded by witche : an aluminum cookie cutter witch left over from Hallow e'en• a
clothespin doll from Bermuda with craggly gr y h~ir
and black felt cape; a cackling kitchen witch wearing a
flowered babushka and carrying a grote que plastic
daisy; and a fine print, "Anatomy of a Witch," with a
maze for a heart and half her bone expo ed. Be ide all
this I'd drink my coffee from a cauldron, th witch and
her familiar the handle. The coffe cup, however, wa
soon retired: the handle always got too hot for omfort.
But a friend advised me that the whol cov n of wit he
ought to fly away. Had I not read what I had written
about the power of religious ymbol ? Th wit h had
been for me the alternative to the aint. nd
d
Lutheran that I am, duty bound tor m mb r th
that I am, had come to keep a witch around th
picture of what I might indeed b . But ymbol
both more of them elve and of oth r thin . n wit h
wa followed by another wit h, b an th r wit h until
there I was, in a cave of witch who haunt d my all my
book helve and white wall and d kt p and bur au.
That am friend brou ht m a tin
tra br m
three inche long and I thought Ha.
tan th r wit h;
artifact! But it i the mb I of t.
artin d P rr
Dominican laybroth r f th
nth
pent him lf in humbl
The e day th
nl wit h ar
print with h r kull and nak d t th and
o k t and that inhuman maz fa h
hand b n . 11 th

ur r

m.
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Some are upset with the very idea that some human beings are to be reverenced
because they live in some ways closer to the divine life than do other people.

II
But serving as the shade over my right hand, my
roots, the axis of my world, hanging in a teak frame
above the witch and the icon of Adam and Eve is a reproduction of Hannah Cohoon's "Tree of Life." Hannah
Cohoon, who showed up one day with her two children
("no record was found of her marriage," the silly museum plaque said) in Hancock, Massachusetts, j~ined
the Shaker community there, and is known to us today
by name, as precious few Shakers are, because she painted
religious symbols. Shakers forbade art, but some of the
women recorded their religious ecstasies and notated
their spiritual dreams in a unique form which is half
drawing, half text, fragmented, primitive, charming.
But Hannah! - her drawings are splendid art, this one
a strong mighty tree of life with checkered leaves and
fruit round and full, greens and orange and gold, like
the fecund centers of unflowers, fruits and leaves far
too large, one would think, for that trunk, but perfectly
balanced and joyously rich.
The Shaker nev r spoke much of the cross, but focu ed their religiou language on that tree of life which
grow for the elect in the city of God. East rn Orthodox
Chri tians have a long tradition of eeing the cro and
the tree of life a one· old Romano , that ixth century
Byzantine poet, has dam envi ioning the Virgin, "bearing in her arm th tre of lif it elf, which once / The
Cherubim k pt acr d, kept me from tou hing.' The e
aint and po t kn w that the bountiful tree and th
dread tr e ar on
n d that v ry tr i both Paradi e and Cal ary r aliz d that wh n we becom too
accu tomed to the cru ifi w ne d the tre of lif .
My thr e ear old wa uriou : wh did I ha e a wall
hanging, and a carf, and a b ok all with that tr e on?
nd o I told h r ab ut th oth r tr in th Gard n of

~~ THE CRESSEY
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Eden, the one from which we had not yet eaten. Some
time later, when she and I were planning the coming
week- "On Monday we will ... on Tuesday ... and next
Sunday we will ... "-she said, "And at the end of our
time we'll eat from the tree of life?"
Yes. Perhaps, by the grace of God, so will all my banished witches.

III
Another Shaker spirit drawing- "A Type of Mother
Hannah's Pocket Handerchief," it is entitled-records
a vision from Holy Mother Wisdom. The drawing has
the familiar Shaker symbols: geometric designs, heartshaped leaves, fanciful flowers, bizarre birds, all appropriately labeled with the strangest of phrases. This drawing depicts "A Cage of Singing birds, from Sarah of
Old," Moses' trumpet, and the "fan of Mother Hannah,
to blow away buffetings." There is also a twenty-seven
link chain labeled, "A Necklace from the Woman of
Samaria."
A Necklace from the Woman of Samaria?!
(Is that like An Invitation from Rahab at the Wall?)
Within this community which forbade both necklaces and husbands stands this sign of the sinner elected
saint. Was the necklace seen as a design of grace, a pattern of the coming eternity?
Welcome, Woman of Samaria. None of my witches
wore necklaces.
IV
or do we have on our living room walls a picture
uch as "The Mystic Bath."
'The Mystic Bath," by the seventeenth century artist
Jean Bellegambe, depicts Christ high in the air on the
cro , flanked by angels, blood streaming from his
wound . But this crucifix is not grounded on Calvary,
attended by mourning disciples. Rather, at the foot of
Chri tis a golden tub, a bath filled with naked dancing
p ople· everal more men are climbing into the pool,
and a woman unfa tening her hair is beginning also to
undre . However, thi mystic bath, this medieval hot
tub i filled with blood, the naked Christians washing
on anoth r in the blood which pours down from the
ro .
W who are good at emi sion controls and weather
map ar poor at looking at uch a religious ymbol:
th d ath of Chri t a the life of the party, a bath in blood,
a nak d frolic at the foot of the cro s. Our churche eem
unabl to bathe one another even in water, least ·of all in
blood. Far from ha ing outgrown uch unearthly symb l
p rhap it i have not yet grown up into them,
our mind mimicking computer which tally congruent
fa t b tt r than the ju tapo e religiou realitie .
The Cresset

I find the suggestion that some people live like saints to b e not only pat ently
empirically true but also religiously helpful in pointing me t o the resurrectio n.

But Flannery O'Connor knew. I challenge any doctor
of theology, any Tuebingen graduate, to match preconciliar laywoman O'Connor's description of baptism, as
in "The River" her itinerant baptizer urges people into
the river, urges them to lay their lives in the river, "in
the River of Faith, in the River of Life, in the River of
Love, in the rich red river of Jesus' Blood ... a River
full of pain itself, pain itself, moving toward the Kingdom of Christ, you people."

V
But I am not forgetting that the In Luce Tua column
usually deals with current public affairs.
In the 1960s New York City's Cathedral of St. John the
Divine halted plans for further construction until there
were no more poor in the city. Now the cathedral staff
has resumed construction of the towers, hiring the poor
as stonemasons. Here we have not only a change in economic theory. People are more into religion these days
(to "be into": to be temporarily caught up by). Political
aspirants brag about their church affiliation, and I cannot forget the countless worshipers who with more piety
than knowledge of photography clicked their fla h
cameras from their bleacher seats at Yankee Stadium as
Pope John Paul elevated the host.
I rejoice that the Episcopalians are building the
towers. Current taste and common sense are giving us
mall and simple sanctuaries, where less i more, and the
pace is convertible, and the low ceiling con erve fuel.
But we need also the opposite, the mas ive darkened
cold edifices. (Is there a renewed market for foot warmers?) I recently read a crack about the only people
dumber than the architects who allow churches to hav
pillars are those wor hipers who it behind them. But
we must have at lea t some place for the tax collector to
hide before the Almighty. One of the geniu es of the
church at St. John'
bbey in Collegeville, Minne ota,
i that under one roof are ome forty pace for wor hip,
each one different. Tho e thirty-two preconciliar chapel for private ma , each one ha a unique altar, a different cro , a pecial aint.
But I stand more than a little chagrined b a double
page pread placed in the ew York Times Magazine by
the Cathedral of St. John the Di ine, appealing to the
it ' general population for uh tantial gift
100 to
500,000 for tone and quoin and pinnacle and turr t
for the tower with nary a mention of od in t o pa
of cop . I am unfortunate! not urpri d that hri t
didn t make it into the cop but
d r all now. Ju t
think: you too can donate a izable bankroll for the
buildin of a Chri tian mbol r ardl
of our r d
or reli iou affiliation.
k of that adBut th ath dral will ri e abo
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vertising copy. The building will be completed with
New Yorkers like me making their contributions, and
that astounding neo-Gothic anomaly will tower over
Union Seminary and Harlem and Columbia University,
and the magazine ad notwithstanding, God, the Father
of Jesus Chri t, will be glorified.
(Did that have anything to do with current public
affairs?)
VI
At a recent ecumenical meeting of liturgical types,
the topic of relic aro e. Th embarra ed Roman Catholics were apologizing that uch a topic had reared its
medieval tail. However two p ople forthwith and
traightaway came to the def n e of r lie : and they happened both to be Lutheran. And w all laughed in recognition of the archetypal r ligiou qu tion: wher do we
find divinity, and wher can we wor hip it? Can we ide
with the p ychiatri tin Equus who a he rooted out hi
patient's fan ta ie and myth want d rather to xclaim:
"Life is only compreh n ibl throu h a thou and local
God .... Wor hip a many
you can e-and more
will appear!" My brand of Luth ran rearing gave m ,
not one God b fore all oth r od , but imply only on
God. But durin my r ligiou trav l I hav m t tho e
other god .
What oth r god ?
Better aid: what parti ipat
od' power? Which
people and what pla e and whi h arm nt h m hav
been o do t God that th y hav ab rb d
f
that divine power and an b at I t a ymb 1 f that
power form ? Wh r ar th prin ipaliti and pow r
in th heav nly pla
and all th
rd r f ang l ?
Where can my n dy
a pr
f di inity,
in e I ch o n t t draw pi tur
There i Mary.
Th r ar th h ly thin
th artifa t
There ar th aint . I h ard
Luth ran omplainin ab ut th

in
mi
th

II
It ma b t
I t tan

th

mh p5

ping mall, to offer the sign of the resurrection to those
who may be graced to see. I think of the protagonist in
Mary Gordon's remarkable first novel, Final Payments.
Isabel is not in any classical sense on a religious journey.
She is a m odern woman, searching for her identity, just
like thousands of other recent protagonists. But accompanying her struggle, like shrines along the highway,
are th e sacraments and the symbols of the Christian
faith . Although Isabel, estranged from the church, stumbles throu gh the post-Vatican II rites, her resolution,
such as it is, of the crisis of death in her life comes to her
during the Good Friday liturgy. That pitiable alcoholic
priest and his disappointing modern English liturgy
were still the catalysts of grace, the symbols of faith. It is
not that Isabel is a Christian. It is that she stands in the
world next to the church, and the reader sees both.
I have heard it suggested that although the liturgy is
supposed to nurture the faith of the church, the opposite
is too often true, that people who by grace already believe in Christ endure weekly worship, themselve holding up the dilapidated tructure as yet another cross to
bear. I cannot say how many or few are the parishes
wh ere the Tree of Life or the Mystic Bath or th River
of Suffering or the du ty relic under magnificent towers
are food sufficient for hungry Chri tians. I trust that the
nu mber is far greater than ome belly-acher uggest,
bu t I sus.p ect that our depth of life within the ymbols of
faith is still hallow, o hallow.
That is why I tudent of langua , lov r of m taphor,
explicator of symbols, car pa ionat ly about the liturgy. For the liturgy i a corporate r ital of th image of
faith in praise of God. ot education, not edifi ation,
not entertainm nt but r cital of imag : im on hold
th child, and I hold the br ad; I aiah' angel ing
"Holy," the crowd yell Ho anna, and Ir veren e the
body; the bath kill th d ath f d , th acrifi nurture · the Lamb lain for my f ti al r ign for v r· th
maid of azar th i Moth r f th
hur h and Qu n of
Heaven; and w
rubby 1 t, ar kin and qu n and
prie t . What make th p t into aint , hat mak
th e metaphor litur , i th ir b in off r d in prai
to God, and what mak th m hri tian i
hri t, in
whom all th ir m anin i bl
d and t whom 11 th ir
th

Photograph by Ken Bazyn

Historical

Museum
University of Nebraska

It smells of old people
who wait for the STAR SHOW
to let out so they can find
their cars
and drive home to Beaver Crossing
and to eward
while
all the tuffed things
it priml on their tucco log
and " atch the un tuffed ones parade their
b ad and watche past the giant fan
that take the place of cooling breeze
off th Ion -dead and hill where
th dan erou porcupine
gna" hi
rla ting tre
on th third floor ...

III
m compo ition tud nt, ho
hi job he end up ompl t 1 e hau p rat d.
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J. T. Ledbetter
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Lawrence's characters live in an interreg num between two worlds.
Man is still in the tomb, between Good Frida y and Easter.

D. H. Lawrence, New Mexico,
And the American Indian In

Herbert Mered ith Orrell
Sickened by World War I, which he thought tolled the
passing of western civilization, D. H. Lawrence, still a
young man and already renowned for Sons and Lovers,
The Rainbow, and other works, began looking across the
Atlantic for signs of renewal. With the aid of prominent
persons such as Lady Ottoline Morrell and the philosopher Bertrand Russell, Lawrence hoped to establish a
colony in the New World where people could be their
true selves and where "the only riches would be integrity
of character." The composer Frederick Delius was intrigued enough by Lawrence's dream to offer a parcel
of land in Florida where the proposed community might
take root. Because of harassment by British officialdom,
however, Lawrence was not able to get a pas port and
had to stay in England for the duration of the war.
Although his hopes for a community of like-minded
souls had been temporarily dashed, Lawrence's desire to
come to America remained strong throughout the war
years. With the passage of time the attraction grew
broader and deeper. Studies of Egyptian and Assyrian
sculpture and readings in Frazer's Golden Bough had
convinced Lawrence that long before the advent of rationalism ancient peoples had enjoyed an unbroken
link with the universe where everything was alivegods, wind, rain, thunder, rocks, and treams. Ve tiges
of this animistic outlook, Lawrence thought, could till
be found in primordial people . Readings in clas ic
merican literature convinced him that the American
Indians still maintained such a relationship.
Thus, when Mabel Dodge Luhan, queen of the Tao
art colony and Lawrence enthusia t, invited her idol to
come to America as the only living author capable of
writing about the Indian , Lawrence accepted the opportunity to test his theorie again t the realitie of Indian
religion and culture.

Search of Redemption in Wild America

The animistic relationship which had so fired Lawrence's imagination he found fully confirmed in the
Red Man's religion. Lawrence's contacts with American
Indians resulted in a literary output notable for its sensitive interpretation of the Indian's relation hip to the
cosmos, his concept of the god , and the powerful appeal
of his dances.
"The animistic religion,' Lawrence writes in The Hopi
Snake Dance, "is not the religion of the Spirit. A religion
of Spirits, yes. But not of Spirit. There i no One God.
There is no Creator. There is trictly no God at all: because all is alive. In our conception of religion [the
white man's] there exi t God and His Creation: two
thing . W ar r atur of od, and th refore we pray
to God as the Father, the aviour, th Maker." To the
Indians, in contradi tinction, the co mo i a va t and
violent matrix, where oul ar form d like diamonds
on earth. God are a re ult, th refore, not th prime
cause, not the origin.
Lawrence e s the Indian 'animi tic r lation hip a a
vital counterforce to the i ntifi vi w which ha turned
the moon into a ind r and th un into a ball f blazin
gas. Thi ancient c n ciou n
Lawr n would ppo
to three millennia of rati nali m which ha cut man ff
from hi connection with th c
o that h
t d tr
Id,

Herbert Meredith Orr 11 is a Lecturer in the Division of
Continuing Education at the niversity of ew Mexico. A
spec£alist in the study of the works of D. H. Lawrence, he
conducted workshops at the recent Lawrence Festival at anta
Fe and has written a radio drama on Lawrence s last days.
Mr. Orrell has published in Harp
The ati n Th
re et
ew da , The L
im
and other
newspapers and magazines.
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Lawrence sees the animism of t he Indian as a vital counterforce
to the scientific view which t urned the moon into a cinder.

doesn't fail him and he has no seven-year famines. "But
other things fail us," Lawrence warns, "the strange, inward sun of life; the pellucid monster of the rai~ never
shows us his stripes. Our [emphasis added] little gods are
made of the machine only. We have mechanized the
cosmos, but we are dying of ennui as a result." "A subtle
dragon," Lawrence writes, "stings us in the midst of
plenty."
After subjugating the earth, the white man .finally
turns his rapacity even against himself. In Herman Melville's novel, the great leviathan Moby Dick is seen by
Lawrence as a symbol of man's primordial consciousness
which is being ruthlessly exterminated, "hunted by the
maniacal fanaticism of our white mental consciousness.
We want to hunt him down. Tosubjecthim toourwill ... "

The True Passional Consciousness
American authors in general, Lawrence writes in
Studies in Classic American Literature, have wrestled with
the passional consciousness from the very outset, like a
holy man wrestling with the devil. Crevecoeur is one,
Hawthorne another, and James Fenimore Cooper still
another. Their writings betray a terrible split in the
American psyche, a fatal division between the old consciousness and the new. Americans who cros ed the Atlantic did not do so to escape religious persecution but
to slough off the old con ciousness. Like a nake shedding its kin and growing a new one, thi i a painful,
torturous proce . ot even the nake can always accomplish it, and then will icken and di . Po suffered
from the inability to grow a new kin· he i concern d
only with the di integration of the old. H n hi torie
of underground vault and moldering corp e . The
grinning gho t in the merican contin nt d mand that
the old con ciou ne b loughed off utt rly. Th old
ideal of the humani t con ciou ne inh rit d from the
Renai sance will no longer uffi e. In fact it will corrupt and de troy. Then w con ciou n
mu t ibrat in
ympathy with the pot nt untam d pirit of the m rican wilderne if merica i to u e d a a nation - if
it is to replace it bogu demo ra with a tru blood
brotherhood b t
n th Indian and th white man.
with th old " a . H

u broth r.
8

Nor can white men return to the Indian way, even
though the two bloodstreams may at length curve closer
together. White men cannot be Indians, and Indians
cannot be white men. The Indian otherness is most
strongly felt in his dances, far more than in his turquoise
jewelry or blankets, constituting an impassable barrier
between the two bloodstreams. The dances are absolutely
foreign to the white way of thinking. Although it is
tempting to compare the Indian dances with the early
Greek ceremonial dances from which Greek drama is
said to have evolved, there is no true correspondence
between them. In the Greek ceremonies there is always
a deity to whom the dances are dedicated whereas in the
Indian dances, as we have noted, there is no God and
therefore man is not a creature of God; rather everything is godly and even the Apache warrior in his war
paint "shrieking the war cry and cutting the throats of
old women is still a part of the mystery of creation." The
Indian accepts Jesus on the cross as part of the rest of
the wonders of creation but that does not stop him from
dancing a war dance. And since there is no Mind, no
God, no Onlooker, there can be no judgment. As Lawrence says, the mind bows down before the creative
mystery.
Our own drama, much different, again separates us
from the Indian. Between onlookers and players
stretches an impassable chasm. Our drama is a performance, not a communal event, generic. "The spectacle
[of the drama] is offered to us," Lawrence writes. "And
we sit aloft, enthroned in the Mind, dominated by one
exclusive idea, and we judge the show." But in the Indian dance the mind is present, if it is present at all, only
a a ervant, and its function is to arbitrate between the
truth and the lie not distinguish the good from the bad.
Even the atrocious Apache is true to his mystery, although he must be hunted down and fought to the death.
Ther fore, murderou though he be, he cannot be classed
among the abominations among those "who betray the
wonder."
Ithough Lawrence believed the white man had much
to learn from the Indian religion and culture, there
wer too man gho t in the American land cape gho ts
of d ad and anqui hed Indian , which had to be app a d for th re to be any hope of merger, at lea t for
th pr nt. Th gho t Lawrence peak of repre ent
th ffu ion th ibration of what he called the pirit
of Pla . E ry continent ha it own p culiar piritth
il all producing the religion of the E ptian
th Briti h I le " ith their own pecial t rre trial magn ti m whi h produ ed th Briti h p ople. The ame
for hina and India. America ha it own particular
ild pa ional pr -m ntal ibration
hi h up to no
mrian ha dnidorrpr
d-thati th hae
d ni d th ir d p t I
in the nam of an illu o
The Cresset

Indians accept Jesus on the cross as part of the rest of the wonders
of creation but that does not stop them from dancing a war dance .

freedom. But true freedom lies in obedience to an inward voice of religious belief. "Men are free," Lawrence
says, "when they belong to a living, organic, believing
community, active in fulfilling some unfulfilled, perhaps unrealized purpose." The real American day hasn't
begun yet. So far it has been only a false dawn.
Only by obedience to the spirit of place can Americans
become their true selves. Lawrence himself felt the
spirit of place most strongly in the American Southwest, in the awesome deserts and mountains of New
Mexico. There is nothing sweet or sentimental about
this wild spirit. It is dark and savage. It has nothing to
do with Mind, as sanctified by idealists and transcendentalists. It is deep calling to the remotest deeps of man's
being. But the deepest self is way down, Lawrence says,
and the conscious, cognitive self continues to be an "obstinate monkey."

The Wild American Spirit of Place
In Lawrence's search for the themes and symbols to
reinvigorate a sterile society, he considered a harmonious integration with the wild American Spirit of Place
as a live option. Much of the literary work of his American period centers around characters who are attempting to shed their old consciousness for a new and vital
one. In his novel St. Mawr, a disenchanted Lou Carrington, sickened by the sterility of modern England, comes
to America in the search of a new life. With her are her
mother and two grooms and the great stallion St. Mawr,
whom she is saving from castration by her abandoned
husband. The stallion St. Mawr is the symbol of the potency and nobility which Lou has not been able to find
in modern men.
Once in the American Southwe t, Lou is powerfully
drawn to the mountains and desert of ew Mexico,
"virgin of idea, unspoiled by language." Here, on her
mountain ranch, Lou i convinced she can find renewal.
When reminded by her sharp-tongued mother that she
will probably spend her life in i olation, Lou replie he
i prepared for that that he feel there i omething
pre ent which want her and love her a pirit which he
en e in the landscape " omething big, bigger than
men, bigger than people bigger than religion. It omething to do with wild America. . . . ow I am where I
" ant to be: with the pirit that want me. '
It i the wild spirit that Lou n e in meri a that
Lawrence thought mu t provide th ba i of a n
r lation hip not only between m n and omen but b tw n
men and men, a p r onified in th r lation hip b ~ een
att Bumppo and hin a h
k in
p r
Deers/a er. In the 'immortal fri nd hip b t, n th
Indian and th Whit
an o p r a, th ho ful b ·nnin of a ne
b ond d m ra
a n
]anua
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human relationship," Lawrence writes, "stark, stripped
human relationship of two men, deeper than the deeps
of sex. Deeper than property, deeper than fatherhood,
deeper than marriage, deeper than love. So deep that it
is loveless. The stark, loveless, wordless unison of two
men . . .. " Still, the burden of the new relationship is on
Deerslayer. It is he who must approach in humility the
spirit of a resisting continent, it is he who must wrestle
with the spirits of the forest and the American wilderness "as a hermit wrestles with God and Satan." And
those who follow must have sloughed off their old skins
and grown new ones. The job will be difficult for the
white man because he has never felt at one with the
American continent.
Whatever his ympathies might have been with respect to Cooper's vision of a new relation hip b tween
white man and Indian, Lawrence wa fully aware of the
problems that tood in the way of its realization. Today
there are no D erslayers, no Chingachgook . Perhap
there never were, both race having been tainted with
the mental con ciousne s. In St. Mawr th halfblood In-

n

hwn itali ti
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What is pornography but an attempt by the mental consciousness
to turn the body into a trained dog to perform on command?

functions. To do so he postulates a consciousness stirring within the individual nucleus at the very instant
of conception. Lawrence's Unconscious is dynamic and
creative and as the seat of pure, isolate individuality is
diametrically opposed to Mind which always seeks to
impose idealistic abstractions, fixed significations, on
the living, spontaneous psyche. Lawrence's Unconscious
is located in the solar plexus, behind the navel, not in
the brain. From this vital center extend polarized circuits to other parts of the body and to other individuals,
as well as outward to the universe itself. These polarized
circuits precede all mind and knowing, "anterior to and
ascendant to the will." The Unconscious sending forth
its fine vibrations is constantly being thwarted by ideas,
ideals, and conventions, "till every form of death-desire
and perversion sets in." Blocking the flow of the Unconscious messes up the p yche's desire for love, for example, which is then uper eded by Love and Un elfishness, all of which can never be imposed but can only be
learned through delicate interplay between the individual and other being .

The Creativity of the Unconscious
Thus the brain i downgrad d in Lawrence's p ychology; it ha nothing to do with pure individuality.
To Lawrence, the brain is the la t link in the chain of
knowing. It job i to tran mute th er ativ flux coming
from the Uncon ciou into a kind of printout, a horthand in th form of pr pt , concept and id a , a kind
of tran lation into erbalization or pi turization of what
the Uncon ciou i alway gen ratin . But Th Id a i
not th creative flux- rather it i om thing thrown off
from life, lik leave h d from a tr , or f ath r from
a bird. 'Idea are the dry unli in in nti nt plumag
which intervene b tween u and the ircumambi nt

iron claw in th o ani d
life not the ori in. It i a
cumulator of ener
and
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the spontaneous to machine principles and precepts.
When fixed principles are applied to life itself which
flows from the Unconscious, the results are disastrous,
as can be witnessed in much of contemporary civilization.
Nonetheless, the psyche has an ally in its battle against
automization. This is the Will. Lawrence sees the Will
as an inseparable part of the Unconscious, where it acts
to regulate the Unconscious and keep it from excesses
in any one direction. So the Will is a balance exercising
control over the vital development of the psyche. It is
the power which the unique self possesses to protect itself against automization.
If the free psyche should collapse for any reason, the
Will then identifies with the automatic circuits, and
madness supervenes. Or if the Will identifies itself with
Mind, the Mind then proceeds to assume control over
every organic-psychic circuit. To do this the mind must
build its fixed abstractions and impose them on the
creative flux, which is another process of derangement.
Here the Will has been totally diverted from its proper
function and becomes a malevolent force.
After asserting in his youth that he believed in the
primacy of blood knowledge as opposed to mental consciousness, Lawrence later modified his stand somewhat
to give a place to Mind as well. The job of Mind is to
help the psyche to blossom into creative fullness and to
subdue the mechanical universe which has replaced the
animi tic universe of the ancients. "This is the use of the
mind-a great indicator and instrument," Lawrence
writes. "The mind as author and director of life is anathema." The point is to hold the Unconscious and Mind
in balance, although Lawrence's battle continued to be
primarily with mentalized consciousne s. Mentalized
con ciousness trives to repress the Unconscious as the
ource of true individuality and hence wage unremitting war again t the body's blood knowledge. (What is
pornography but an attempt by the mental consciou ne s
to turn the body into a trained dog, to perform on command?) The mind' fixed ab tractions are a worn enm of pontaneity and fatal to the prayerful attitude
which man mu t have toward hi own body. Thus !.Ady
Chatterle s Lover i a priapic hymn to the bod untramm 1 d b the lu t of the mind. Hi purpo e in writing
hi phalli no el aid Lawrence wa to clean e the
mind of it unhol terror of the body."
people with
trul ati factory x could ne er have permitted the
ind
f \: orld War I b cau e the "ould ha e had
mu hr p t for the body.
In hi black t mood (no contemporary writer of
er b n o deepl tormented
tm ard the human race) Lawrence
indu trialized world,
mbolized
ould have to crumble into di olud it 1 on. Th n and onl then
The Cresset

People with truly satisfactory sex could never permit t he indecency
of war because they would ha ve too much respect for the body.

would there be some hope for new relationships. Although no admirer of Thomas Jefferson, Lawrence
would probably have approved of Jefferson's dream of a
nation of small farmers, artisans, and craftsmen, a community of decent, honest folk close to the heart of things
-a community, by the way, which Jefferson hoped
would include the American Indian. And in the working classes, by which he meant primarily the British
miners, a stratum from which Lawrence himself emerged
and one which he knew intimately, as testified by Sons
and Lovers as well as by many of his short stories, Lawrence could still sense a "passionate subconscious" capable of nourishing a rebirth of mankind.

Honor Due to the Primordial Animism
To those who would charge Lawrence with hysterical
irrationalism (Bertrand Russell did just that in a vindictive essay published safely after Lawrence's death),
it must be conceded that the political implications of
some of Lawrence's prescriptions could lead us down
questionable, if not dangerous, ways. But in his quarrel
with what he calls Idealism he seems to be on solid
ground, if we understand Idealism, as Lawrence defines
it, as "the motivizing of the great affective sources by
means of ideas mentally derived." We cannot be free
until we liberate ourselves from Idealism. The Logos
must be rejected in favor of the "pain and splendor" of
true individuality. Nor should Lawrence be thought of
as a kind of priest of love, obsessed with sex. On the contrary, in Lawrence's view sex must be subordinated to
the "great purposive passion" to build a world. To this
great purpose man must steadfastly adhere, in spite of
all temptations to relinquish it. Nor does the true individual live by impulse alone but rather by tradition,
impulse, and ideal, all three, "each in its hour." Each
person will recognize the true guide by the voice of the
self in its wholeness, which Lawrence calls the Holy
Ghost.
As America enters a new decade in 1981 the que tion
raised in Lawrence's di cur ive works and in hi nov 1
and poetry have greater relevance than ever. To a nation sunk in a debilitating malai e uch a our own Lawrence' tatement that a people are mo t free when th
belong to a pa ionate believing community hould
come a an invigorating reminder of what we are uppo ed to stand for. The Indian ' ast old reli ion mor
tarkly and nakedly religiou mu t b taken
a a guide to life and a a tandard for ur t
of the earth.
It hould not b uppo d that La" nee romanti iz d
the American Indian a Rou au had d n
ample, in the ei hteenth centu
h n primiti
enthroned as the obl
n th ontr
La, January 1981

rence more than once referred to the Indian as a "white
man's plaything" who, in a world of buying and selling,
had degenerated into a base, cunning knave hanging
around the Albuquerque railroad station scheming to
trap unwary tourists into buying his worthless trinkets.
But for Indians who strove to maintain their integrity
in their religion and dances he had nothing but the
deepest respect, although he himself, he said, could no
longer "cluster around the tribal drum." The Indian
was truest to himself, Lawrence thought, when he remained loyal to the dark gods of the unconscious in his
deepest being, the same Unconsciou which, as we have
said, represented for Lawrence the wellspring of wonder and individual creativity.
Today the Indian ' ancient religion, which Lawrence
thought went back even before the time of Mo es, faces
severe stresses and strains, both internally and externally. With America's pu h for new energy ources, there is
danger that the Indian ' veneration for the land will be
disregarded or even trampled on. Becau e the Indians
regard the land a acr d, development i regarded by
some, if not all in the e modern time , a no le a de ecration than Chri tian would re ard the d molition of
Chartre Cath dral. Thu th de i ion mu t be carefully weighed, b cau th y will aff ct the quality of our
life far into the futur . If we mak th wrong decisions,
the Indian will not b th only lo r .
And althou h Lawr nee thought th r wa nor conciliation betw en th two m d of knowing-th unconsciou and th m ntaliz d - it i obvi u we mu t try
to find on . Th c mput riz d,
b m ti
i ty we
live in may hav br ught u a tan ard of living which
only a few c nturie a
w uld hav b n r ard d as
an appurtenan of 11 yalty but it ha · not mad u happy.
The dragon Lawr n
p ak f tin u in th mid t of
plenty. till , th m ntaliz d n iou n
which w ar addl d with if you will but whi h
a
way of knowing i indi p n abl f r th ta k of th
common day - a l ulatin
mm r
i ntifi r arch, politi , tat man hip - wh r a th primal onciou n
i th p ti m th-makin fun ti n dynamic
rather than tati , wh r b
t th
rld with
wond rand my t ry. With
ul mu t
langui h and di .
It i th p ti , m
whi h und r ird th
ayra-
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We live-and-let-live with other countries we
disapprove. Why is Cuba treated differently?

What Accommodation
Is Possible with Cuba?
An American Goes
To Cuba As Cubans
Come to America
Willis D. Boyd
Last summer, as background for a
seminar on the Cuban Revolution I
taught last fall , I did a considerable
amount of reading about the stormy
relationship between Washington
and Havana in the past two decades.
Then, in July, I climaxed these preparations with a two-week "political
discovery tour" ponsored by an
independent radical new paper of
New York City. Mo t of the participants were Marxi ts of varying degrees of per ua ion who were anxious to confirm their preconception .
We saw the entire i land by bu ,
visiting schools and medical facilities, factorie and mod 1 farm
youth camps and local political
cells, with opportuniti to talk to
anyone wherever we went.
max on the 26th of July w
into a h~ge quar in th pro in ial

Willis D. Boyd was trained in history
at the University of Galt/onua at Los
Angeles and is Professor of Histo at
Valparaiso Universit . Present/ Dr.
Boyd is explon'ng the possibilities f or a
third Valparaiso
niversit foreign
studies center which might be established in Mexico.
12

town of Ciego de Avila to hear Fidel
Castro's annual report on the state
of his troubled nation.
Images from this summer experience are still sharply etched in my
mind this winter. The new cane
plantings in Cuba stood in a summer
landscape that was surprisingly
varied and richly fertile. Healthylooking . people crowded spotless
city streets without a single beggar
in sight. New schools and public
housing projects were everywhere in
the countryside. In contrast, the
once-elegant buildings of Havana
were badly in need of paint and repairs, and long lines of women
clutched ration books in every store
while others patiently queued for
jam-packed buses on the corner. It
was mid-July and Carnival was in
progress, a kind of Christmas and
Latin fiesta and patriotic holiday all
in one. But the memory of the 125,(XX)
Cu ban people who a few weeks before had fled to Key West and a new
life in capitalist freedom was on
everybody's mind. Signs proudly
proclaimed que se vay an (let them
go), calling them basura (trash) and
gusanos (worms), but their flight to
the United State was topic number
on , nonethele , wherever we went
among ardent defenders of the Cuban regime and tho e who silently
envi d the courage or foolhardiness
of the emigrant .
In th hotel lobby eminar or in
private on r ation in our rooms
aft r another bu y day of official
ight e ing and re ealing encounters
with uban citiz n we returned
a ain and again to certain nagging
qu tion : Had th
nited tate not
handl d the ituation badl in 1959?
Had all th

w

had

n

treated so differently?
Surely the Cubans we talked to
wished ardently for a resum ption of
trade relations and more open travel. The message was always the
same: "When you return to the
States, try to persuade your government to lift the embargo. We want
to live in peace with the U nited
States. We have always liked the
American people." Casual streetcorner encounters usually began
with mention of a relative or close
friend in the US, or with fond recollections of past visits and questions about once familiar places.
Habaneros, especially, were very
knowledgeable of the American
scene, asking penetrating questions
about things seen on Miami TV programs received in Havana.
Even Fidel Castro appeared to
some of us to have mellowed a bit in
his attacks on American imperialism. He had just returned from a
triumphant tour of Nicaragua and
had Sandinista leaders beside him
on the platform at Ciego de Avila.
He did chide us Americans about
our forthcoming election, assuring
a cheering audience that he didn't
care if King Kong were elected our
President, and he made the expected
reference to the refugees- "trash" who had gone to the biggest trash
can in the world, the USA.
His principal theme, however,
was not an anti-American tirade but
of continuing economic hardships
ahead for Cuba, bad crop failures ,
blights, shortages, and mistakes in
planning. He complimented the
Catholic Church of Nicaragua for
its role in fighting Somoza, implying that had it been as vigorous
again t Bati ta in 1959, relations
with the Vatican would be far different today. He affirmed Cuba'
partner hip in the ociali t world
and affirmed that Cuba would be the
model for ocial change. one of
thi would cheer the tate or Def n
department in Washington
but to thi one uninformed li tener
the tone wa l
trident the door
The Cresset

The biggest threat to us is not from Cuba but from millions of Latin Americans who
may conclude that democratic capitalism is interested only in the privileged few.
not being ban ged shut with such
finality as in earlier 26th of July
orations.
Our guide last summer spoke with
some puzzlement of the "good" Carter and the "bad" Carter, the president who had established a USA
Interests sector at Havana's Swiss
embassy, who had allowed the ban
on travel to be lifted, who had held
out the promise of desperately needed economic relief and a lifting of
the trade embargo. Then without
warning there followed the other
Carter who blocked further normalization, raised a furor over the longestablished Russian presence, and
reactivated Florida military bases.
"What went wrong?" Cubans asked
us. I tried to explain the movement
to the Right in American domestic
politics, Carter's clumsy relations
with Congress, the political power of
the Cuban-American lobby in Florida and elsewhere adamantly opposed to any "softening" of our antiCastro stance. I thought I demonstrated the narrowness of Carter's
victory on the Panama Canal Treaty,
and how difficult Castro was making
a more liberalized policy when he
deliberately dispatched Cuban
troops and technical advisors to
troubled African states.
The difficulties of any new foreign
policy approaches lie with both parties, though now, of course, not with
Carter but with Castro and Reagan.
It is easy to see now the mistakes
made two decades ago, especially the
intransigent self-righteousness of
Nixon who was selected by President Eisenhower to handle the Cu ban
problem. No one dreamed that los
barbudos ( the bearded ones) would
till be in power two decades later,
or that Cu ha would have dared to
become a oviet atellite tate right
on our very door tep, or that our
half-hearted invasion in 1961 could
have ended in derision and humiliation. In the late 1950 we were the
undi puted master of the po twar
world. The ame ixon who a to
travel to Pekin to toa t Mao and to
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make parity agreements with the
USSR was far in the future.
There is evidence too that a more
conciliatory attitude on our part in
the 1950s would have been rebuffed
in any event. Castro had Marxist
leanings if he were not already a
Communist at this exact time. He
needed the USA in the role of villain
in order to unify a badly divided
people behind the harshest measures
ever to be imposed on Cuba. American property worth hundreds of
millions of dollars was being taken,
not to mention the billions of Cuban
assets. David had to show Goliath
that the American attitude of contempt and indifference, the attitude
that had bred the Platt Amendment
and uncounted insults to Cu ban
sovereignty in the past, would have
to end. Cuba was going to be noticed
and be respected in the world. Hindsight is always glorious, as any history student knows. Every month
brought shiploads and planeloads
of East bloc advisors and technician ;
the ties to the United State were cut
one by one. The Bay of Pigs di a ter was followed by the Missile cri i
of 1962 when Kennedy and Khru hchev stared "eyeball to eyeball" over
the fate of Cuba and the entire world.
How could accommodation have
been reached?
Maybe not then, but why not
now? We had a war in Korea and in
Vietnam, but have adju ted r a onably well, most of u · to tie with th
People's Republic of China. W
know that sooner or lat r ALT II
f

Could we not tell the Cu bans in
equally strong terms that they are
free to have any domestic system of
economics they wish, that we will not
interfere, attempt to overthrow, or
otherwise dissuade them save by
superior example? And we will
lower barriers to trade, agreeing
upon some gradual step-by-step resumption of normal relations between sovereign tates. It will not be
easy; it will take patience and forbearance on both sides. Mutual uspicions are going to linger. I a ume
that we have already renounced for
good CIA plots to get Ca tro to light
up exploding cigar , to poi on the
tobacco crop, and to defoliate ugar
plantation . Le anti-Am rican verbiage on Ca tro' part would al o
help.
Th re ar achie ment to admire
in Cuba. We mu t applaud th hard
work and acrifice of million of Cuban at home and now abroad to

umption.
1

will see where the improvements
originate, and how. Even the younger generation of Cubans, taught in
their schools to hate us and to despise our system, are not yet the perfect socialist beings Castro boasts
about. We should act now before
freedom-loving Cubans give up
hope, and before there are no more
of the older generation left who recall that amid all our selfish bl underings there was much to admire in
the United States too.
Our present relations are clearly
stalemated and getting us nowhere.
Castro was shaken by the events of
last May and June, no matter his
tough words of defiance hurled at
world public opinion. True, he got
rid of people least likely to become
good socialists and he put an additional burden on us to provide for
their adjustment to a more open
society. We should rem em her that
the "problem cases" represent only
a minority of the total who "voted
with their feet" in 1980. The biggest
threat to the United States comes not
from the island of Cuba itself, but
from the fear that millions of other
Latin Americans-increasingly desperate as population rises jobs decline, and hopes blacken-will decide that democratic capitalism is
interested in only the privileged
few, and that imitating Castro's example will help them in their plight.
So I suppo e that my interest in
seeing a resumption of trade and a
normal diplomatic exchange is at
heart a selfish one, grounded in the
good that it may do us in Latin
America as a whole. We need to
demon trate a positiv attitude toward change, not a negativ one. If
we truly believe in freedom w
have to give it a more con incing
test. Who know ? We might ucc d
in making Cuban Communi m mor
humane, less doctrinaire while improving the daily live of Cuban
and le ening the oviet impa t in
a crucial area. t th very 1 a t future tourist to Ha ana might b
able to enjoy the amenitie of toil t
seats, hower head , drain topp r
and soap that lather a th
contemplate the Ca tro record.
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To escape our praise and blame
Luther gives us his apologia.

Theatre
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Martin Luther:
Apostle of Defiance

The Humdrum Trivia
Involved in Creating
A New World Order
Jeff Smith
The irony that hits hardest during John W. Kirk's new play, Martin
Luther: Apostle of Defiance, is Luther's
reference to the wide public following he commanded, "without meaning to," at the height of his theological revolution. 1 The irony is that
this performance of Martin Luther,
which does mean to command a wide
public following, has before it too
few Ii ten r to fill even the 180-seat
Body Politic Theatre. Had the audi nee proven comparably sparse
for Luther' Reformation, we'd all
probably till be obedient to Rome.
Perhap it' hard to judge from a
matinee. But by the end of its fivew k run in Chicago one at least
ould tell that d pite good reviews,
th play wa n t ta hit. (Perhaps a
proj ct d tour , ill bring it greater
att ntion.)

Jeff mith is a 1980 graduate of Valparaiso
niversit pr sent/ wn·ting a
screenpla and stud ing English literature and cinema at the ni"versit of
Chicago on the Patn'c£a Erdoss Maxwell
Memorial Fellowship.

Whether or not playwright and
producer Kirk expected his play to
be a hit, he clearly meant his Luther
to speak to a contemporary audience.
The character of Luther realized in
a one-man performance by Cal Pritner, Kirk's colleague in the Illinois
State University Theatre Department, addresses us from full awareness of the modern world and how it
has handled Luther's story. To "escape the agony of the purgatory you
have assigned me-the agony of
both your blame and your praise,"
this Luther gives his apologia
straight to us.
The resulting style is pop-professorial: here a bit of source text,
there some secondary scholarship,
and around it all a framework of
psychoanalysis. The portrait rests
not on traditional pieties but, given
the popularity of the psychoanalytical approach, on what one might call
"new" pieties. This Luther speaks to
us from an undefined locale. He is
not the young Luther, futilely trying to suppress his furious "inner
demons." Yet he does try to show us
this rage. (Significantly, director
Dennis Zacek has him beat the palm
of his hand while his speech coldly
dissects the word "flagellation." Despite the emotion, this is an act of
demonstration, not re-enactment.)
He is also not the Luther of courageous theological discovery, though
he does affect jubilation at points
and of course pronounces the "Here
I stand" speech with as much original spirit as possible. Nor is he the
older Luther, again fighting his demons "while the Protestant Reformation passed me by."
Instead, he is a Luther who stands
out ide and above hi own life. The
playwright tackle a difficult task:
having Luther both be him elf and
put himself in per pecti e. Kirk
handle thi problem credibl , but
he let us ee what he i up again t in
line like, "Wa Martin Luther u ing
God to get back at hi father? The
que tion i modern o the character
The Cresset

The resulting style of the play is pop-professorial: here a bit of source text,
there some secondary scholarship, and around it all a frame of psychoanalysis.
must apparently unwittingly put it
in the third person.
Self-reflection as such certainly
accords with the historic Luther. It
was that quality of his character that
in large part accounts for his importance. His story cannot be told
without it, but it also complicates
things enormously. We are not, after
all, doing Harry Truman here. Luther's life does not draw its meaning
from a single phase like the Presidency. His life was an ongoing struggle toward insight, toward (as the
playwright acknowledges) the very
sense of self that made Luther's selfassertion possible. His story is one
of how deep personal conflicts took
on both theological meaning and
great relevance to an historic power
struggle in late medieval Europe.
Luther's self-reflection was finally
his most important act.
The existential setting for his selfreflection thus becomes crucial. The
man's words must be looked at as
much for where and when they are
as for what they say. When we try to
explore a character whose very contribution was a modern self-awareness, we need to know, When did
Luther say this? What earlier event
was he talking about? How did his
attitude toward it at this moment
differ from that at others? It's difficult enough sorting through such
issues on paper; giving voice to
them through a stage persona adds a
whole additional layer of complexity.
o Luther's life aggravates the
usual problems of one-person shows
about historical figure which always must strive to engage the audience in characters who are part
them elves and part textbook.
elf-interpreting figure like Luther
ju t blur the di tinction further. If
uch how are commonly accounted
e ere te t for actor , Martin Luther
prove they can be equall
e ere
for playwright .
Kirk i at hi be t when he eize
the ta k a a chance for hi Luther to
indulge in ome tellin ironie .
]anua
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Given a vantage on both himself
and us , this Luther can tease us with
superior knowledge. He takes a
poke at Luther scholarship for fretting about the location of his "tower
experience." Reports that his fundamental insight into the gospel occurred to him on the toilet "might
very well be true," he says with a
wink. It was, after all, the only room
that was heated.
If overdoing this kind of thing
threatens to make the character all
textbook, such remarks nonetheless
work well- in fact, are the play's
best moments. They certainly are
not inappropriate expressions of a
man often given to irony about himself. We feel, in fact, that if Luther
did reappear these are just the things
he might say. Certainly, the Luther
who emerges from this play to speak
of his own late life as 'the humdrum
trivia involved in creating a new
world order" is a most engaging one.
A character who can bring home the
style of a great man, and in so doing
gain our sympathies, is a real theatrical accomplishment.

bull-burning, the Diet of Worms,
and later life. We end knowing that
many details are missing. The better
the play is within its scope, the less
satisfied we are with not hearing
more.
One-person shows, therefore, are
trapped in a paradox. The more
complex and important the life, the
more worthy it is of such singular
treatment-yet, the more certain the
narration of the life is then likely to
sound like a quick guided tour. Perhaps a lesser figure could better be
encompassed, but we would have
less reason to bother.
Simple staging help here. With
only a desk, a monk' pallet, and (at
center) a pulpit as the et, designer
J. William Ruyle urges us to focus
on the word . The three main props
suggest a life lived mostly in small
pa , in privacy and painful reflection, yet tied togeth r by the force of
a very powerful public me sage.
parsely arrang d, they enhance the
immediacy, intimacy, and frankne
we p re iv in the man pre nt d to
us in monk' rob s.

Luther's life story cannot be told without telling
his own self-reflections. His life was an ongoing
struggle toward insight, toward that very sense of
self which made his own self-assertion possible.
Of course, a Luther who know hi
whole life so well ha a special difficulty expressing it to u . Here we
see one more problem that attache
to this kind of show. Ab tracting a
character from what is known about
him means acknowledging all that i
known. Lacking the portrayal of
emblematic event u ually c ntral to
dramatic biography, the on -p r n
how mu t try to narrat th whole
tory. Again, a life a rich a Luther' i ignificant btl and int rrelated event ju t mak th t k
more difficult. Luth r li£
d in Kirk
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Television

Play, Soap
Operas, and the
Dallas Phenomenon
The Sociological
Significance of
J. R. Ewing
James Combs

It is one of the burdens-and privileges-of the television critic to
interpret popular phenomena that
emanate from The Tube. One has
considerable leeway in such interpretations, since one is trying to
"read" the subjective experiences of
great masses of people. What I Love
Lucy, The Beverly Hillbillies, or The
Waltons "mean" to the enormous
numbers of people who attend to
such creations may be quite varied
and complex, and perhap even impossible to decipher fully. Nev rtheless, the impulse to do so is irresistible and, popular culture analy t
argue, important. To und r tand
something of the play-object that
attract large audience i to und rstand omething about what i on
our minds. With that beli f in mind
your intrepid TV critic would lik
here to say a bit about pla
oap
operas and th Dallas ph nom non.
People who tudy th pla -world
createq by popular cultur ar oft n
dismissed a fri olou
a ting th ir

James Comb is Associate Professor of
Pol'itical Science at Valparaiso University. Presently Mr. Combs is researching
the works of Machiavelli for a political
science text book ( with Dan immo)
tentatively entitled Th
tud nt
Prince.
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Even Augustine might be awed by the sins
of which soap opera characters are capable.
talents on Kitsch in somewhat the
same fashion as the gourmet restaurant critic who wrote an essay comparing franchise food french fries.
But in recent decades serious scholars-Huizinga,
Simmel,
Mead,
Piaget-have explored the importance of play in society. They began
to see that play is a great source of
learning, teaching us how to cope
with experience. Kids learn how to
be adults by playing. The play of
sports, for example, supposedly promotes social unity. For many people,
even politics is a play to watch,
something to attend to as if it were a
game that one watches with a degree
of detachment, and indeed amusement. There is "play" in all those
social contexts which we find inter-

tak th

ap

p ra

an

example. The daytime soap opera,
it is estimated, has around 26 million
"households" watching, of which 20
per cent of the audience is male. In
the 1970s the soap's audience has
expanded, and anyone familiar with
college campuses can tell you that
some of the more beefy football
guards and macho frat rats are familiar with the latest intrigues on
All My Children and Another World.
What is the appeal? Like the romantic novel and stage melodrama of
which the soap is a descendant, I
would argue that it lets us play with
interpersonal relationships. We want
various things out of the play of pop
art- adventure, mystery, romance,
horror, and so on. But out of the
soaps we want to learn about how
people in play-worlds cope with
what potentially or actually besets
us. The fantasy world of the soap
opera, then, is a symbolic reality
which represents the creation, complication, and resolution of problems that confront us in the play of
our love affairs, careers, personal
and family relations. The soap opera
is a continuous narrative, a world of
unending Angst, a clash of love and
the seven deadly sins. Nothing triumphs for very long, not even love,
for in such an absurdist melodrama
illness, accident, violence, or some
other destructive happenstance intervenes. Traditional values are
tested in the milieu of upper-middle
cla s profe sionals, and the ancient
temptations and failings of mankind
are enacted in the sophi ticated atmo phere of the pre ent. If t. Augu tine were alive, even he would be
awed by the inexhau tible variety of
in of which soap character are
capable.
The voyeurism of the oap watcher i explained not onl b people'
endle
fa cination " ith " atching
other uff r, but al o becau e the
o eur ar in a en e watching
th m elve . ome ob erver talk
about how th oap pro ide p ople
, ith rol model , ith hich to
The Cresset

Dallas is kind of a combination of Gone With the Wind, Giant, and The Guiding Light.
The Ewing Family on Dallas is what might happen to the Waltons if they got rich.
play, both positive and negative.
Others argue that the soaps reaffirm
traditional values-fam.ily, fidelity,
sobriety, professional integrity-in
a symbolic setting by always letting
the sinners get their come-uppance
one way or another. Still others have
insisted on the notion of "anxiety
reduction": people want desperately
to believe in traditional values in a
world in which they are not practiced, and attend the symbolic playworld for reassurance that virtue is
still rewarded, or at least practiced
by some positive figure. A few radicals have even suggested that a lot
of people watch them just because
they're fun.
But fun is something selected,
something to which people are
drawn because of features of that
symbolic reality. Which brings us to
my specific example of a soapDallas-perhaps the most sophisticated and certainly the most successful ever created. Dallas is not a daytime serial, but it does share most of
the familiar features of soap operainterpersonal problems, endless intrigues and secrets, the conflict of
the old values and modern temptations. Nighttime soaps have worked
before (Peyton Place in the 1960s),
but nothing with quite this mass
appeal. When "Miss Ellie" had her
mastectomy, half the nation tuned
in. About 40 million people watch it
weekly. The episode in which J. R.
was shot was the year's most watched
serial episode, and when hown in
England on the BBC, from one-third
to one-half of the entire country
watched it! Fully 300 million people
in 57 countries around the world
watch Dallas regularly.
What makes Dallas so immen el y
popular rather than omething el e?
Why this particular formula? Many
explanations have been offered and
your columnist (ahem) ha hi own.
Dallas i an epic oap opera one that
center on the famil and interperonal problem of the tandard oap,
but place them in an epic ttin -
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the frontier and the Sunbelt-with
very large stakes. It is a kind of combination of Gone with the Wind, Giant,
and The Guiding Light. Our fascination with it is not only for the usual
reasons for interest in a soap, but
also because what this soap does is
done in such an opulent and powerful setting. The Ewings are larger
than life, and much larger than the
standard soap family-their sins are
larger because they play in a much
bigger league than the people on As
the World Turns or Peyton Place.
The epic setting of Dallas- Texas,
the Sunbelt, oil, money, and politics
- gives the show features that complicate all the normal indiscretions
of everyday life. It does not demonstrate that the rich and powerful
commit the same sins as the rest of
us; rather it shows that their sins ,
like their money and power, are
greater than ours. If it doe reaffirm
the popular belief that money and
power are personally corrupting, it
also reaffirms the equally popular
fantasy that if I, an ordinary per on,
had all that money and power, I
would probably do some pretty big
sinning too. This is a plot feature
that adds a new and fascinating complication to the old-time oap: the
standard conflicts of love affair ,

marriage, and parentage are given
large economic and political consequences.
Too, setting the melodrama in
Dallas was inspired. Dallas is the
symbol of many of the contradictions of past and pre ent in America:
the shiny skyscrapers with cowboys
in the corporate board rooms, the
born-again follower of electronic
tent preachers blessing the unbridled
capitalism of Big Oil. Dallas i the
place that iced Camelot and has been
accused of not fe ling very bad
about doing it, wh re the opinion
exi t that the world hould operate
along the line of the corporat fa cism of the Dallas Cowboys (and girls
hould be cheer! ader ), and that
expres e contempt for th poor, the
rest of the country, th
ew D al,
and d mo racy it elf. It i the ymbolic capital of Reagan ountry and
th hardlin
nter of th nation
wh re th only value r p ted ar
th e whi h upp rt money and
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afraid- the perversion of that same
Dream. Perhaps they are what would
happen to the Waltons if they got
rich. They represent both the vul~
nerability of the old values and our
enduring nostalgia for them. In the
onrush of post-modernity they show
us that even those rooted in tradition, wealth, and social prominence
are as rootless, desperate, and confused as the rest of us . If they in any
sense reflect the big people of the
Sunbelt who, it is claimed, will be
our rulers in the future, then the
show offers us cold comfort concerning their benevolence and wisdom.
Finally, the show succeeds largely
because it has created J. R.-one of
the epic villains of modern popular
culture. Unlike many of the villains
of daytime soapdom, his villainy is
complete. The way he treats his relatives is simply an extension of the
way he operates in business. He is as
rootless and desperate as the other
characters, but he is not confused.
He revels in power and freedom and
feels no guilt in manipulation. His
life affirms what America has come
to fear about itself: that money and
power and sex are all that remain
worth pursuing and that evil is
necessary to get what you want. His
evil, after all, is quite functional: he
is ruthless in making the Ewing family all the more rich and powerful.
He is in his own way a family man.
He is a more legitimate Michael
Corleone who scorns the poor boobs
who think they need love and should
play fair. Like other great villains,
we are drawn to him becau e he
makes us aware once again of the
attractiveness of unregenerate evil.
A pop creation like Dallas then
tells one a lot and more, I u pect
than either its creator or it fan are
aware of. Popular formula work because they participate in both our
past and present hi tory re ealing
both our heritage and current mood.
Dallas is worth reflecting on becau e
it is a datum of the American pre ent. One does not have to look very
hard or reflect very long to realize
that it is not an entirely prett picture.

...
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The Moon Fell from the Sky
(For David Posner)

Lemon eye
Moon eyes wane.
I could carry you on m back
To the beach
nd lay you on a ne t
of broken tree .
I could it b the fire
rin ing my hand .
I cry more for cracked hells than for
dead poet .
Robert Wishoff

The Cresset

From
The
Chapel
Joining the Cosmic Liturgy

Gustav H . Schultz

This sermon was preached at the Chapel
of the Cross at Pacif£c Lutheran Theological
Seminary at the weekly eucharist£c celebrat£on
of the Seminary communi'ty. Pastor Schultz
had just returned from Beirut, Lebanon,
where he attended the executive committee
meet£ng of the World Student Christian
Federat£on. The partic,:pants £n the
meeti'ng attended the l£turgies at St. Mary's
Greek Orthodox Church £n Beirut. Pastor
Schultz commented that on Palm Sunday and
the prev£ous Sunday "to one who d£d not
understand A rab£c there actually d£d not
seem to be a beginni'ng or an end to the
l£turgy. However, there was about one
hour, during the more than three hours
of chants and prayers, that so many people
were present that most had to rema£n outside
in the courtyard. There was a sense of
partic£pation in the liturgy even among
those crowded outside discussing the
welfare of their fam£lies and the world."

Then I looked, and I heard around
the throne the living creatures
and the voice of many angels,
numbering myriads of myriads,
and thousands of thousands,
saying with a loud voice,
"Worthy is the Lamb who was slain,
to receive power and wealth and wisdom
and might and honor and glory and blessings!"
And I heard every creature in heaven
and on earth and under the earth
and in the sea, and all therein,
saying "To him who sits upon the throne
and the Lamb be blessing and honor
and glory and m£ght for ever and ever!"
And the four l£v£ng creatures
said "Amen!" and the elders
R velation 5:11-14 R V
fell down and worshiped.

I. N. I.
At 10:00 A.M. the liturgy b gin ,
Some people come in lat ,
but we don't approve of that.
We want everyone to b h re
preferably befor the pr lud ,
certainly befor th invo ation.
And everyone hould tay,
not ju t through communion
but through the b nedi ti n.
The liturgy, we lik to think in th W t, mu t hav
ab ginning
and an nd.
And if v rything b tw n th b innin and th nd
do not fit int th all tt d tim ,
Then we l av om thing utome 1 av communi n ut
0th r the Kyri
It could b th hymn f rai
or on of the r adin
But not th

In the cosmic liturgy is the company of
the saints who resist the forces of death
in the company of Him who conquered death .

Gu ta H. chultz has been pastor
of the niversit Lutheran Chapel
in Berkeley, California since 1969.
He is bishop of the outhwest Province
of the Pacific Regional nod of the
Association of Evangelical Lutheran
Churches. For the past everal ears
he has seroed a an adjunct f acult
member at Pacific Lutheran Theological
eminary and in 1977-78 he was acting
Dean of the Chapel at the emina .
]anua
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The cosmic liturgy is without beginning and without end, transcending everyday
life while becoming part of it, moving in and through the lives of all who say:

It is without beginning and
without end.
On certain occasions, we are told,
human eyes have seen that liturgy, and
human ears have heard its songs.
Three such songs from the cosmic liturgy
have been translated into words
which allow you and me to join with
all creation, both visible and invisible,
to sing those songs.
One of these songs is the Sanctus.
"Holy, Holy, Holy"
Isaiah heard the winged creatures cry,
"Holy is God the Lord of Sabaoth"
And with angels and archangels,
cherubim and seraphim.
We join their unending hymn.
Another song of the cosmic liturgy was shared with us
when angels from the realms of glory
winged their flight o'er all the earth and sang
"Glory to God in the highest."
The shepherds remembered the song
and we join the angels and the shepherds in the
cosmic liturgy
A third uch ong of the cosmic liturgy
Was overheard by St. John the Divine,
and recorded in the fifth chapter
of the book of Revelation.
Like the other two hymns it tran cends
eccle iastical boundaries
ational boundarie
temporal boundaries
It transcend everyday life while becoming part of it.
The e ong do not help toe cape life
but to
the tran cendent
m aning in erythin .
Li t n to what pr cede that ong in Revelation,
th fifth chapter.
God wa eated upon the throne
In hi right hand wa a croll.
It wa eal d with ev n eal .
A trong angel pro laim d with a loud voice
Who i worth to open the croll
and break it eal ?
Butnoonewa found orth
o one in hea n
Or on arth
Or under the earth.
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John began to weep.
One of the elders said to him,
"Weep not, the Lion of the tribe of J udah
has conquered.
He can open the scroll and its seven seals."
John saw a lamb standing
as though it had been slain.
The lamb went and took the scroll
From the right hand of him
who was seated on the throne.
The four living creatures and
The twenty-four elders fell down before the Lamb
Each holding a harp,
And with golden bowls full of incense,
Which are the prayers of the saints;
And they sang a new song, saying,
WORTHY ART THOU TOTAKE THE SCROLL
AND TO OPEN ITS SEALS
FOR THOU WAST SLAIN AND BY THY BLOOD
DIDST RANSOM PEOPLE FOR GOD.
We hear another song of the cosmic liturgy.
"This is the feast of victory for our God"
someone intones.
"Worthy is Christ the lamb who was slain"
another answers.
A student sings.
A professor answers.
A professor sings.
An auto worker, just laid off, answers.
An archbishop in El Salvador singsa shot rings outA farmer in Iowa answers.
A freedom fighter in Zimbabwe,
knowing peace at last,
Lay down his gun and sings
"This is the feast of victory for our God"
Pale tinian mother,
kneeling at the grave of
Her hu band and
Her two on answer ,
"For the lamb who wa slain ha begun
hi reign."
The co mic liturgy grow in intensity.
The choru expand
W are drawn more and more into the company of
Tho " ho re i t the force of death and
Him who ha conquered death.
o Ion r doe our participation in the liturgy
B in ith the in ocation or
End with th b nedi tion.
The Cresset

"Worthy is the Lamb who was slain, whose
blood set us free to be the people of God."

Coming of Age

It moves in and through our lives
While at the typewriter, or
reading a book, or
making love, or
eating bread and drinking wine, because
This is the feast of victory for our God.

Winter hangs in the wires
sounds the distance with crackling voice.
It will cost a pretty penny
to begin anew, to melt the frozen past
open the burial mound :
one pretty little penny of copper hine
one di c of sun
colored orange with a bru h o(twig .

At St. Mary's Orthodox Church in Beirut,
You can't tell
Where the liturgy begins
or ends.
People stand
Inside the church and
Outside the church
The liturgy is everywhere.
Gunshots are heard in the distance.
Autopsies are being performed on
Two Irish soldiers of
The "UN peace-keeping" forces
Two blocks away.
But the liturgy goes on.
We don't hear gunshots,
But silent death is all around us.
Unemployment and child abuse,
Rape and racism,
Weapons research and intellectual prostitution,
We don't hear gunshots, but death is there.

Who wants to buy an ounce of hope
tulips or daffodils
or the swishing ilk of tr
fingered by warm wind?
Who want life scraped clean of pain?
So many cupped hands rea h out
hollowed by hunger, b gging:
"Just a bowl of oup, a spoonful of ugar
a palm-full of dream to liv another day!"
In the sky, the jar of Aquariu
is tilt d: what flow, what river
of treaming gold can fall ?
What pretty p nni of tar
can light window
fill pocket and heart ?
Tim trav 1
from one

min t th oth r

Too often have we, in America, thought that
We live in Jerusalem,
only to realize that,
We live in Babylon.
Suddenly, the que tion of the P almi t
becomes our question,
"How shall we sing
the Lord's ong
in a strange land?
We find the an wer in the book of Revelation ,
In the co mic liturgy.
In the company of tho e who re i ted
the power of death in their ociety
And encourage u to re i t the power
of death in our ociet .
In the company of patriarch and proph t
and the noble arm of martyr

n r hi

in

nd all who ay
"Worthy i Chri t the Lamb ho " a lain
Who e blood et u fre to b p opl of
d'

h ard

m n.

Catherine de Vinck
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M usic
As a Liberal Art?
Some Considerations
Of Boethius For
The Curriculum
Sue Wienhorst
Without being an historian, one
cannot be certain there really ever
was a time when American undergraduate schools were not engaged
in a constant and on-going effort to
reform themselves and the education
they offer to others. Perhaps one
only imagines there was-or must
have been- a time when the curriculum was relatively stable and when
the professoriate could therefore devote itself to teaching and research
more or less undisturbed by a search
for academic and intellectual first
principles all the more agonizing because it must be carried out collectively.
If there ever was such a time, one
thing is certain: it is now pa t. Self-

Sue Wienhorst is an alumna of Valparaiso University and the Universit of
Chicago and is presently Assistant Professor of H_umanities in Christ College
of Valparaiso Universit . She has published in Chri tian Century Chri tianity Today, Chri tian cholar
Review, and van·ous theological quarterlies. Although her interest i'n music is
wifely rather than professional she has
translated Johannes Tinctoris De Contrapuncto and is presently at work on
a contemporary counterpoint text with
her husband, Richard.
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Many of us lack a way to locate the study
of music within a larger intellectual world .
studies, program reviews, and task
forces proliferate. Academic committees sit at all levels in an endless
succession of meetings tacitly committed to the notion that we can
somehow discover and define the
sources and goals of the educational
enterprise by dealing with the curricular path connecting them. A new
breed of a~ademic consultant has
even arrived on the scene, one who
not only specializes in facilitating
this process but who also recommends institutionalizing it. In short,
curricular reform seems well on its
way to becoming a permanent fixture of academic life in our time. It
is no longer a means to anything
even faintly resembling an end but
seems to have become an end in itself or, at the very least, a characteristic feature of the academic enterprise as we know and practise it.
Under the circumstances, one hesitates to look to the past. After all,
even if things were different then,
we cannot return to a bygone age,
and- to the extent that things were
different then, the past cannot offer
us guidance now. Yet, one need not
look to the past in order to appeal to
it whether as an authority of some
kind or as an image of a former,
better time. The pa t has other uses.
As a result, concern for the past can
repre ent something more than
nostalgia for what has in fact been
lo t. If nothing else, the past can
s rve as a re ource for understanding the pre ent and can do o preci ely b cau e it enable us to look
at our ituation in a new light by
providing us with a perspective
other than our own.
Thu , tran e a it may ound, I
propo e to e plore a ixth century
treati e on mu ic as a liberal art
written by Boethiu a a clue to our
pr ent ommitment to curricular
reform. 1 dmittedly the di tance
1

r I vant ecti ns of B th iu ' De intitutione mu ica ca n be found in ource
R eading. in f u ic H i tory. ed . liver tru nk

Th

( ew York : \ . \,\ .

orton. 195 0).

between the classicism of Boethius'
perspective and the perspective underlying our present penchant for
curricular reform may seem wellnigh unbridgeable. Yet the two have
one-very fragile-point of contact:
namely, their mutual concern with
the liberal arts. As a result, Boethius
can shed a sudden and unexpected
light upon our situation if only because the shock of the contrast between his views and ours enables us
to achieve a perspective upon our
own modernity that might not otherwise be possible.
After all, how many contemporary
books on musical theory begin with
a discussion of ethics by treating
music as something capable of moving us to virtue or to vice? To be
sure, for Boethius, as for the ancients whose views he transmitted
and interpreted to the Christian
Middle Ages, music was intrinsically
ethical. That is to say, some scalesor modes-were lascivious and
others dignified, noble, or brave.
More important, however, Boethius
dealt with music as a human enterprise and, as such, a matter of ethics
because it had to do with human actions. In other words, Boethius was
willing to talk about the ethical dimensions of music because he looked
upon music as something we do to
ourselves and to others. What is
more, he looked upon music as a
liberal art in part because it possessed this ethical dimension and
was therefore capable of enabling
us to become more fully human by
fulfilling possibilities that are more
than simply biological or physiological.
For Boethius, then, music was
part of a larger, human universe and
could not be fully understood apart
from that universe. Indeed, it was
only when music was seen in its larger, human context that it wa also
een a a liberal art. Thus, when the
tud of mu ic i treated as it elf a
lib ral art-as it i in Boethiu thi tudy mu t acknowledge and
The Cresset

Thus, for us, the study of music becomes a more or less discrete, self-contained,
and even autonomous field that is unrelated and irrelevant to both life and thought.
attend to this ethical dimension.
To the modem theoretician, Boethiu s' views on this matter may well
seem misguided or, at best, merely
quaint. "What," we ask, "can the
study of music possibly have to do
with ethics?" And the question is
merely rhetorical, for the answer,
quite obviously, is "Nothing." Indeed, one suspects, the answer is not
only that music has nothing to do
with ethics but that it should have
nothing to do with ethics as well.
How can we justify such a concern
at a time when scholarship attempts
to rid itself of concern for all values
apart, perhaps, from that of "truth"
or-more narrowly still-the "facts"?
Thus, it is not simply a concern for
ethical values that has been excluded
here but a concern for aesthetic ones
as well! What is more, all of this
seems to have taken place without
anyone seriously questioning the
ethical and the artistic implications
of this decision much less the motives
underlying it. Music is not treated
as something we do and, as such,
part of the human enterprise or even
as something we make and, as such,
an "art." Instead, music has become
a matter of mechanical skill at the
performative level, a matter of technique or, at best, craft at the compoitional level, and an object to be
investigated at the theoretical level.
t most, the theoretician concerns
himself with the conceptual machinery needed to deal with structures of
a musical kind. Even mu ical critici m belongs to another field. If muic is a liberal art today it doe not
have this status becau e mu ic po e es an ethical or an artistic dimension.
When Boethius turn to what muic is and not simply what it do or
what w do with it hi approach i
no le urpri ing, for-once againhe et mu ic in a broad r uni er e
alb it a natural rather than a human
one thi time. In addition Bo thiu
open hi di cu ion b lookin at
cele tial mu i - the mu ic of the
January 1981

universe," or the music of the spheres
- before he moves on to more mundane matters having to do with terrestrial music, whether vocal and
natural or instrumental and artificial. Quite apart from any difficulties we may have with his notion of
planetary music, it is clear that
Boethius again approaches his subject by locating music within the
natural universe and by tracing its
outermost limits in order to define
music itself as a whole comprised of
intelligible parts.
When he approaches his subject in
this way, Boethius not only tells us
something about his view of the nature of music-what it i -but al o
provides us with a way of defining
and studying it. For him, music i
essentially a principle of harmony at
work in the universe it elf and in
sound . What is more, the study of
music is a branch of mathematic
dealing with the proportions that
describe this harmony. A a re ult,
Boethius approaches hi task from a
direction diametrically oppo ed to
ours. That is to ay, he b gin - a it
were-with the outer perimeter of
music, whereas we tend to begin instead with the element of mu ic.
For us, music is to be defined by it
smallest constituent part , nam ly
the tones that make up mu ic when
they are combined horizontally in
melody and vertically in harmony.
For Boethius, then mu ic i not only
part of a larger whol but i it lf a
whole of ome kind. For u on th
other hand, mu i mu t b und rstood in term of di er te intrin ically disconnected elem nt that n
be et ide by id and ombin d
additively perhap but on
that
can car ely 1v n
I f

tonal structures can also be used to
differentiate music as such from the
non-musical sphere of unstructured
sounds. In other words, by speaking
of such structures, the modern theoretician can point to non-mu ical
ways of treating sound and can distinguish musical from non-musical
sound. Yet, neces ary as the e tructures may b for our und r tanding
of music, it is nevertheles que tionable whether they are uffici nt to
account for the wholene of th individual composition or that of music it elf except p rhap , in reductioni tic term focu in upon musical material alone. What w have,
then, i a kind of mu ical "moni m"
that fore u to eparat mu ic from
oth r realm of nature and from
oth r field of tudy in t rm f it
mat rial alon .
a r ult, we not
only la k a way of I ating mu i
within a Jar r human univ r but
la k a way of lo ating th tudy of
mu i within a lar r int 11 tual
on a w 11.
th tudy
di v n auunr lat d and
b th lif and

I
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Often there is no significant difference between the training in music offered
by conservatories and that provided by liberal arts colleges and universities.
this claim that he refuses to use the
honorific title of "musician" for
either the composer or the performer and reserves it instead for the
scholar, the theoretician, and the
critic. What marks the study of music as a liberal art, then, is its concern for inquiry into the nature of
music and its cultivation of those
skills required to carry on such an
inquiry, not its use of the physical
skills needed to perform music or its
dependence upon the natural gifts
required to compose it.
To us, it may well seem strange to
hear someone speak of the study of
music as itself a liberal art. To be
sure, we retain Boethius' distinction
between the scholar or theoretician,
on the one hand, and the performer
or composer on the other. Yet, this
distinction has little importance at a
time when there is no significant difference between the sort of training
offered by conservatories and that
provided by colleges and universities. At the undergraduate level at
least, one tudies music in the ame
way wherever one studie it and for
whatever reasons one tudies it. As a
result, we find it difficult to think of
the study of music itself a a liberal
art and treat music as a liberal art
only because it is part of a liberal
art curriculum. For u then, it i
not mu ic it elf-or any of the other
field making up the ' art and ciences" - that i the lib ral art, but
rather the curriculum to which each
somehow contribute . To get a liberal arts education ' i not to be
trained in a pecific lib ral art at all
but to be trained in a field that i
technically conceiv d and to be introduced to a number of other field
that are al o technicall oncei ed.
Thu , the modern tud nt
t a
liberal arts degr e without n c sarily ever being expo d to a liberal
art, whether the e art are d fined in
Boethius' ethical and intell ctual
terms or in ome oth r, more modern ones. For us the lib ral art are
something having to do , ith the
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curriculum alone, not with the kinds
of courses making it up, the fields
contributing to it, or the methods
used in these ·fields.

III
Under the circumstances, it is not
surprising that curricular reform
has become so important to us. To be
sure, it is difficult to see how a curriculum can-in and of itself-cultivate the liberal arts and do so quite
apart from the courses comprising it.
Yet, this is the task we have apparently set for ourselves. If we are to
honor the broader, human valuesethical, artistic, and intellectual- at
stake in the liberal arts, it must now
be done at the curricular level or not
be done at all. Nor is it surprising
that our attempts to grapple with
this problem have been as tedious,
tendentious, and fruitless as they
have been. Not only does each of the
fields contributing to this curriculum view itself as a self-contained
and autonomous whole, but each
also hold that its integrity and usefulne will somehow be compromised if it is asked to honor those
relationship linking it with the intellectual enterpri e as sur.h and,
through this, with life as well.
In the academic as well as in the
intellectual phere, then we simply
cannot begin - a Boethius doeswith any nse of the whole or wholes
of which our field are part . Having pa d from the art , or skills, of
inquiry to the cience uch inquiry
produc
we now tand at the portal of at chnical approach that preuppo e the art and cience , perhap but doe not cultivate either
one.
a r ult, each field ha becom a di crete unit that is and must
remain
entiall unrelated to
every other one. What i more in
order to maintain it integrity a a
unit-or field- ach mu t al o in i t
up n it di er ten
and it i olation from the oth r . Thu w not
onl lack Bo thiu abilit to be in

with some sense of the whole of
which these units are parts, but we
have also lost the ability to construct
such a whole from parts of this sort.
At most, such "parts" can only be
juxtaposed or combined additively
to produce a curriculum that is
"whole," if it is whole at all, only in
a mechanical way.
To be sure, the struggle to continue treating life and thought as
wholes continues to go on. Indeed,
this seems to be the motivation underlying our talk of curricular reform as well as the reason this task
has proven so difficult. We live in a
time when visions of this wholeness
remain, at best, both tentative and
pluralistic. As a result, we may not
have to set aside questions about the
sources and goals of education, but
we may well be forced to answer
these questions by dealing with the
curricular path connecting them.
Without consensus about the nature
of this whole that goes beyond the
very monism accounting for our
fragmentation and our factionalism,
the curriculum itself becomes our
only way of honoring the liberal arts
themselves and our only image of
the sort of whole these arts presuppose. Thus, our struggle to integrate
the curriculum has therefore become as critical in its importance as
it is difficult to carry out. For this
very reason, however, this task merits
the time and energy we devote to it
despite the sacrifices we must make
in our teaching and our research.
To be sure, given the present situation, these sacrifices often seem to
have been made in vain, for progress
eludes us. As a result, many are beginning to suspect that the task i
doomed from the outset simply becau e we look at things as we do.
Yet, if we discover that thi is in fact
the ca e we will at least be in a position to carry on a reform that i genuine and not simply cosmetic thereb enabling ourselve to returnonce again-to our tudent and our
book.
Cl
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-------------------Subliminal Politics:
Myths and Mythmaking
in America

By Dan Nimmo and James Combs.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: PrenticeHall, 1980. Pp. 256. Paper, $4.95.

Nimmo (of the University of Tennessee) and Combs (of Valparaiso
University) have attempted in this
volume to demythologize American
politics by describing the myths
u pon which United States politics
are founded and the people and
processes responsible for developing
those myths. The fundame n tal
premise of the volume is that politicians and citizens alike look to the
recent and distant past for paradigms by which to comprehend the
complexities of the present, forge
the bonds of community, find personal and communal identity, and
convince others to do what they want
them to do. The truth is, however,
that the past to which people look is
as complex and incomprehensible
as the present and really never, or at
least seldom, serves as a paradigm
for coping with the present until
someone fashions an oversimplified
interpretation of the past which is
useful. This search for a usable past
is mythmaking, and "myth" is thus
defined as "a credible, dramatic,
socially constructed repre entation
of perceived realities that people
accept as permanent, fixed knowledge of reality while forgetting (if
they were ever aware of it) its tentative, imaginative, created and
perhaps fictional qualitie .
merica' oldest myth are th
"foundation myth " which clothe
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Mythmaking is the search for a usable past
as a paradigm for coping with the present.
the American revolution, the constitutional convention, and the
Civil War in a cloak of meaning and
which place the heroes of those eras
(Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln)
into a kind of pantheon. Those
times were somehow different from
the present and those men were
giants in the earth. At least, so the
myths would have us believe, and
so we do believe. Even men so
learned and clever as those who sit
upon the Supreme Court at times
attempt to divine the intent of the
"founding fathers" as though somehow the U.S. Constitution was formulated by men with a vision of
reality far superior to that of today's
mere mortals.
Heroes of more recent times are
inducted by the mythmakers into
the pantheon, usually in a period
shortly after their deaths. Harry
Truman, vilified by those on all
sides while in office, is lionized after
death because at least he stopped
the buck there. JFK really became
king of Camelot only after his assassination. Richard Daley, the
powerful, feared mayor and bo s of
Chicago, became in his last years
and after his death the benevolent
and amusingly whimsical patriarch
of the "city that works." Testimony
to the usefulness of these myths and
the degree to which they are ace pted
as the truth about the pa t wa obvious at both of the major political
conventions of 1980. Carter and Reagan and their respective organizations went to extraordinary length
to cast them elve and their candidate into the mold of tho alr ady
in the pantheon of national h r
Especially during the film hown
immediately prior to th
date ' acceptance p ch th
er were being in truct d
of the candidate a th n
to

"Flacks," as the politicians' professional image-makers are called within their own guild, are merely the
most obvious dealers in mythology.
Combs and Nimmo describe the
importance of other mythmakers.
The ostensibly entertaining bu inesses of television, motion pictures, and the paperbacks and comics sold in the drug stores of America, which along with other communication media in our age ar
known collectively as "popular culture," also make myth . The reason
J. Edgar Hoover's pettine and extremism came as such a ho k when
they came to light after his death is
undoubtedly due largely to the fact
that a whole generation of Am ricans had learned and accepted th
FBI myth created by Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. , and other re pon ibl
not only for The FBI television ries but a variety of movi and nov 1
which cast the organizati n and it
director in th rol of right u ,
ju t, and highly kill d rim fi hter who alway got th ir m n and
who av d merica fr m ommuni t , th mafia and
who tried to ully it.
ews m dia are al mythmak r
b cau th y ontrol th fl w f into b
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Idolatry in America is the search for heroes to redeem us, restore our lost innocence,
and return us to Eden where we are Number One again in a world made right once more.
scribe their own colleagues as mythmakers. Political scientists develop
the paradigms and images which
others may use to interpret reality
and thus they participate in the
oversimplification of history which
can delude those attempting to
cope with the present.
Subliminal Politics is stimulating
and revealing reading, especially
in the light of the recent election
year. It is also pleasant reading because it avoids the technical jargon
of the social sciences and uses masterfully the very aspect of human
communication which is treated in
the work-images. For example, the
following sentence appears in a discussion of public opinion polls:
"Op inions do not lie around like
eggs in a chicken coop to be gathered
by anyone who opens the hatch- be
it farmer, fox, or egg-sucking dog."
The authors have also appended
an epilogue to the book in which
they discuss mythmaking in American politics as a form of idolatrous
religion. In the essentially religious
supermyth of America, the nation is
a new Eden. Its mythical history
commences with the arrival of the
white Europeans, and it is innocent
in its beginning . Like Adam and
Eve, however, mythical America
has lost its innocence through a progression of tragic choices and circumstance which include the Civil
War Vietnam, and Watergate,
among other debacle . For tho e
things America has uffered like
Adam and Eve. Eden i lost. merica now earche for the way to regain it innocence and to re-ent r
its lo t Eden. This a
immo and
Combs, is a form of idolatry the
belief of a lie, and a fal e wor hip:
. .. idyllic as the notion of an Edenic merica might be, it never did . does , can, or will
exist. o Fall took plac . o heroe hav
redeemed us. But believin in an idyllic
past, present, and futur and unabl to r store the nostalgic Eden, we . arch endlessly for heroes to do o. Thu has a mythical idyllic state yielded to an merican
brand of idolatry , a wor hip of the notion
that someone or om thing will make our
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world right again-will end dissension,
restore America as the world's " Number
One" power, clean up our air and water,
assure an unl.imited supply of gasoline, and
guarantee a glorious future .

The alternative to this idolatry is
to recognize the myths for what they
are, namely, oversimplifications
meant to make sensible an almost
incompreheI'lsible past for the sake
of coping with an equally perplexing present. The myths are necessary
for understanding the past because
the past cannot be relived in all its
complexity. But the myths invented
to serve such understanding must
be seen as possibilities and theoretical images, not as certainties, for
only with that insight do politicians
and citizens remain free to act responsibly in the true complexities
of the present. The caution of Nimmo and Combs is brilliantly stated
and is welcome after the recent election when voter were barraged with
the images of competing myths and
would-be heroes. ow, if only we
could find someone willing to run
for Congre s or the pre idency instead of for Mt. Rushmore in the
next election.
•

•••

Frederick A. N iedner, Jr.

A Confederacy
Of Dunces
By John Kennedy Toole. Foreword by
Walker Percy. Baton Rouge and London:
Lou isiana State University Press, 1980.
Pp. 338. Cloth, 12.95.

Th

tale of how thi fir t no el

Percy to examine a dog-eared and
smeared carbon of the manuscript.
In the foreword Percy has written
to this volume, he admits that his reluctant commitment to read this
book was made primarily to rid himself of Mrs. Toole's relentless pestering. Furthermore, it was made in the
hope that the writing would prove
so bad that he could, in good conscience, quit reading after the first
page, or better yet, after the first
paragraph. To Percy's initial dismay, the manuscript did not prove
so bad. To his ultimate delight he
found it a work that "made me gape,
grin, laugh out loud, shake my head
in wonderment ... a great rumbling
farce of Falstaffian dimensions."
The book's chief character, Ignatius J. Reilly, Percy found "without
progenitor in any literature I know
of-slob extraordinary, a mad Oliver Hardy, a fat Don Quixote, a perverse Thomas Aquinas rolled into
one."
Convinced of the book's merits,
Percy undertook to arrange publication. The large commercial houses
still could not be interested in a first
novel by a writer who would never
produce a second. Finally Louisiana
State University Press agreed to
break with tradition and bring out a
work of fiction. They are being rewarded for their deci ion. The book
is a runaway bestseller in New Orlean . Bookstore cannot keep copies
on the shelves and have had to reort to waiting list .
Given the unu ual nature of thi
book' hi tory and what that hi tory
tend to indicate about the judgment of tho e powerful oul
ho
run the publishing world, I would
lo e to report that I tand fa t with
Percy in hi a e ment that A Confedera of Dunces i a great ' book.
But ala I find I can t do it.
Ther are thing to admire of
cour e. Toole di pla a thorou h
an under tanding of the parado ical lement that make up e, Or1 an a an
ri t r who h
e er
Th Cresset

The chief character in this great rumbling farce of Falstaffian dimensions is a mad
Oliver Hardy, a fat Don Quixote, and a perverse Thomas Aquinas all rolled into one.
written about this city. His mastery
of the city's unique dialect and his
rendering of its subtle variations
among blacks and blue-blood uptowners, gays, and the Irish Channel
and Italian "yats" (as in whea yat, or
where are you at-New Orleanianese for hello) is marvelous. Toole
demonstrates a rich imagination as
he rouses his corpulent protagonist
from a lifelong career as a loafer
and leads him through adventures
as a riot-inciting clerk at a decaying
riverside trousers factory and later
as a witless, porn-smuggling hot
dog vendor pushing his wagon
through the streets of the central
business district and the French
Quarter and forever running afoul
of the ludicrously inept police. And
there is much here that is funny,
funny enough at times to make us
laugh out loud. We laugh knowingly at the self-serving and self-deluding shallow liberalism of the factory owner's wife. And we laugh
joyously at the smart-mouthed black
janitor working for $20 per week as
he keeps his conscienceless employer at bay while laboring to sabotage
her business.
But in the end this book isn't
funny enough. It isn't funny enough
to conceal that Toole has very little
to tell us, to conceal that his bleak
vision boils down to contempt for
the entire human species. The author has no compassion for his characters and they have none for one
another.
There is no hope in the world of
A Con/ederacy of Dunces. Its characters are capable of movement and
speech but not of development or
elf-recognition and certainly not of
love. Their primary function i to
torment one another. o in the end
our laughter grow nervou . We
tire of the proce of humiliation
grow uncomfortable in the compan
of thi array of fool · we long for a
genero ity that Tool do n't offer.
We b gin to re ent hi refu al to let
hi character learn and we om at
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last to resent the meanness in the
author who has created this for us.
At the heart of this problem is the
book's central character. Ignatius
J. Reilly is a blimp of a social misfit.
Dressed in his deerstalker with the
ear flaps swinging loose, flannel
hunting shirt even in the warmest
weather, stained undershorts and
baggy pants, he sports a messy mustache which collects the crumbs of
the enormous meals we watch him
eat. His gluttony and poor digestive
system keep him surrounded in
clouds of noxious odors which render him utterly repulsive. In the
early going Ignatius's outlandishness makes him humorous. We share
some of his prejudices and appreciate his attack on the hypocrisy in
others. But by the middle of the
book it becomes clear that Ignatius,
like those he opposes, is incapable
of self-examination, devoid of a potential for growth. He is petty, deceitful, ungrateful, and di loyal.
And he is not going to change. When
we realize this, the book lo e it
charm. We recognize that we have
entered a static world in which all
the characters are loath ome. Wh n
the end comes we are glad to b rid
of their company.
At the end of his foreword, P rcy
comments about the und dying
adness of thi book, a adne , I ubmit, that derive from th bl akn
of its vision. He ay that the great t
sadness i the tragedy of T ol '
death which ha d nied u a lar r
body of hi work. Ironi ally, I agr
For though I do not har P r '
evaluation of thi bo k' m rit
certainly find that A Confederacy of
Dunces po e e enou h tr n h
of writing and imagination to indicate that Toole w a man f
iderabl tal nt. nd d it i

Journalism's Unofficial
Ambassador: A Biography
Of Edward Price Bell
By James D. Startt. Athens, Ohio: Ohio
University Press, 1979. Pp. 260. Cloth,
$15.95.

In 1938 at the age of sixty-nine,
Edward Price Bell· began work on
his autobiography. Hi friends told
him it would b a wonderful bookthe tory of an Indiana farm boy
who truggle to ucce s in Midwestern journalism, who helps build
the Chicago Daily News's prestigiou
foreign new ervice, who b comes
a world traveler, a confidant and
fri nd of world leader , and him elf
a 1 ader in th inter-war mov m nt
for di armam nt and p ac . It h uld
hav b en a b t eller. But, ala ,
B 11' autobiography wa n v r pubIi h d. Publi her look d at it but
B 11'

to

man.

••
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Rick Barton
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Awed by position and patronized by power, Bell's journalism was a journalism
of deference, and his political philosophy a philosophy of wishful-thinking.
and Professor Startt calls upon many
of them to testify to Bell's greatness
of character, his brilliance of mind,
and his depth of human spirit.
Furthermore, Professor Startt's
biography is meticulously researched
and tells us as much about Bell as we
can probably ever hope to know.
Startt thoroughly sifted through the
large Bell manuscript collection at
the Newberry Library in Chicago.
He searched libraries and archives
in London and Cambridge for material. He persuaded several of
Bell's surviving relatives and associates to sit for lengthy interviews.
He corresponded in depth with
those he could not interview face to
face. He tramped the fields north of
Terre Haute, Indiana, searching for
the exact location of Bell's birthplace.
Unfortunately, the life of Edward
Price Bell seems a quarry unworthy
of such relentless pursuit. Though
Professor Startt proclaims Bell "one
of the great journalists of his time"
whose ideas "transcended the moment and remain today alive and
highly significant," the evidence
that Startt himself assembles leads
to another conclusion. Bell's journalism, it seems, was a journalism of
flattery and deference and hi political philosophy a philosophy of
wishful thinking.
As a foreign correspondent and
analyst of international affairs, Bell
believed in the "high-level interview." He used journalism to let the
politicians of the world speak to the
people of the world. During World
War I, Bell's approach to news gathering was to a k prominent officials
to speak about their country's war
aims. His greatest obsession was to
obtain an exclusive interview with
the British Foreign Secretary, Sir
Edward Grey. Though the Grey
interview turned out to be pure
propaganda for the British cau e,
Bell declared it a great triumph of
journalism. Bell was to know many
more such triumphs in the year
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that followed. He interviewed at
length the most prominent leaders
of East and West. These interviews
were doubtJess masterpieces of mental stenography (he took no notes),
but they were journalism of the most
uncritical, unprobing sort. Bell invariably came to admire and trust
his subjects, including Mussolini
and Hitler~ As Startt points out,
"Bell assumed that all the leaders
he interviewed spoke the truth .... "
Little wonder that Bell was much
beloved by those he interviewed.
Throughout his career, he was awed
by position and patronized by power.

Throughout his career,
Bell was more the gladhanding diplomat than a
hard-fisted journalist.
Bell's uncritical reliance on the
high-level interview grew out of a
naive and uncritical understanding
of the problems of the world. Above
all else, Bell was an optimist who believed that world peace could be
secured if only people understood
one another. He believed that heads
of tate were fundamentally honest,
decent, trustworthy leaders who
really wanted to live at peace in the
community of nations. Bell's mission, as he saw it, was to convince
nation of the e ential sameness of
their interests. If the words and actions of Woodrow Wil on or Adolph
Hitler ruffled ome feathers in Europe, Bell would mooth them, and
would how th world that Wilson
and Hitler and all the re t could be
counted on to do the right thing.
In both political philo ophy and
literary style, Bell wa a tringer of
cliche and florid generalitie . He
wa a mi ty-eyed xponent of merican demo rac and progre and
th brotherhood of man. Fore ample, he wrote:
One d ay it [ merica] will dazz le the world .
merican will I ad ci ilization in the fi ne
art , dimm ing e en the reate t glorie of
th pa t. I thi a n th in for
mericans

the mselves to be exclusively elated overproud of? Not at all, as I see it. We merely
are carrying on in this country . We cannot
forget biology. We cannot forget history .
All humanity, all feeling , all thought, all
effort, all suffering and sacrifice have placed
us in their debt. If we shall have a great
flowering in the United States ... it must
be written down to the credit, not of Americans only, but of God 's wide creation.

Bell trusted the simple virtues of his
Indiana youth- honesty, hard work,
honor. Honor he dearly loved:
Human nature, as I observe it, exhibits
great proof, fundamental and sufficient, of
its essential divinity-it loves to honor the
honorable. To love to honor the honorable ,
of course, is to love honor. And to love
honor, in my opinion, is to be ... potentially divine .... To be honorable ... is to
be upright, loyal , fair , magnanimous, quicker to do than to exact justice, quietly , doggedly, courageously in the cause of the
greater purity, dignity and freedom of human life.

Bell's views on the profession of
journalism were equally vague and
effusive:
Basically-loyal to free men and to representative government, moral and intellectual, that is to say, professional, before it is
economic- journalism of the supreme sort
mu st be impartial ; it must be original ; it
must have knowledge ; it must have enterprise; it must be far-reaching in its interests
and sy mpathies ; it must be condensed and
literarily di stinguished.

In the latter years of his life, in an
era of worldwide depression, imperialism, nationalism, racism, and
war, it is little wonder that Bell was
unable to publish what he wrotenot his autobiography, not a book of
travel and politics, not articles on
foreign affairs, not short stories, not
even maudlin verse on the satisfaction of a life well spent and a job
well done.
Throughout his career, Bell was
more the glad-handing diplomat
than the hard-fisted journalist. During hi London year , he ought
most of all to cement relations between Britain and the nited State .
He de cribed him elf a a "mi sionary" whose ta k it was ' to preach a
do er union of the Anglo- axon
people." In hi coverage of inter-war
na al di armament acti ities, Bell
The Cresset

The primal stories are the archetypical Epic, Romance, Melodrama, and Satire,
and their actions concern, respectively, Kings, Knights, Pawns, and Fools.
played up the most optimistic developments, not because they were
true, but because he believed in disarmament. By 1931, the new publisher of the Daily News, Colonel
Frank Knox, was fed up with Bell's
"pontifical attitude" and his tendency to twist reality to fit his own
preconceived notions of world order. Bell quit the paper in a huff and
continued to pursue as a free lance
the high-level interview approach
to journalism. Meanwhile, the Daily
News's foreign service in the 1930s
and '40s, without Bell and under the
leadership of Bell's nemesis, Frank
Knox, rose to its highest level of
prestige and professional competence.
Though Professor Startt usually
does his best with the materials at
hand, it is only fair to say that some
of the problems with this book are
Startt's, not Bell's. Like Bell, Startt
loves cliches: As a young "hardhitting reporter" from a college that
had "come into its own," Bell "threw
himself wholeheartedly into his new
job" until such time as "the inexorable pull of the larger world" and
the "driving force of his own personality" propelled him to "fresh
pastures" in the "pulsating metropolis," "the brash young city," "the
bustling city" that was Chicago,
where corrupt businessmen "literally bought [aldermen] by the dozen,"
but where Bell "reached full stride"
in his "passion for truth" and his
"imagination and daring" only to
achieve "a well-deserved reputation." And all this in the first twenty
pages!
Most important, Professor Startt's
biography is in general as deferen. tial to Bell as Bell was to the subjects of his high-level interviews.
Though he is not entirely uncritical,
Startt seems determined to show
Bell as a kind of ideal-the loving
husband, the devoted father, the
brilliant reporter, the generou employer, the humane and compa sionate apostle of world peace. tartt
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does not critically evaluate Bell's
thought or his writing, but rather he
relies most of the time on quotations
from Bell's contemporaries commenting on Bell's virtues. Startt does
not place Bell clearly within an intellectual tradition or a fully developed historical context. The
reader should not, therefore, anticipate a wide-ranging study of the
development of foreign news reporting nor of the subtle interplay
between journalism and diplomacy
nor of the unraveling of idealism in
the interwar years. Rather, the reader gets what the title promises, a
biography from beginning to end of
Edward Price Bell- a man who
knew everyone but who couldn't sell
his own autobiography.
Cl

David Paul Nord

Storytelling
And Mythmaking:
Images from Film
And Literature
By Frank McConnell. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1979. Pp. 303. Cloth,
$13.95.

actions concern, respectively, Kings,
Knights, Pawns, and Fools.
It is a neat scheme, and most of the
time it works pretty well. McConnell
is bold enough to argue that these
primal stories are each part of a
storytelling "cycle," and each primal
story tells of a particular moment in
the eternal struggle among men to
form society. He use a typology
from Rousseau to outline the part
of the struggle implicit in each of the
four primal storie . The fir t form ,
epic, has a king for a hero and the
quest is the founding of a City. The
second focu e on a knight, and it i
his romantic que t to make th City
civil. How ver, the City can become
corrupt, and we mov to th third
primal tory, the m lodrama of ordinary people bringing their moral
agencie as pawn a ain t looming
evils. Finally, ther may b th final
stage of satir in whi h th City i
so evil and it follie o b y nd r demption that all that i l ft i to
make fun of it. ( n i r mind d of
the Roman atiri t Juv nal' lin
when a k d why h wrot what h
did: "It' hard not t wri
atir .")
What i m t pr v ativ
b ut
the book ar M
nn 11'
'.>

This is a book written in the grand
tradition of that humanistic scholarship which links high culture and
popular culture. The author seek
out the archetypical patterns of
storytelling in classical literature
and modern cinema, and he relie
on that critical theory, most famou ly represented by Northrop Frye,
which argues that all storie in any
medium participate in the mythic
legacy of a society or civilization.
The gist of the argument eem to
be that while character, plot, and
etting may be given variou gui
in different torie , when e amin d
do ely each story i ju t anoth r
ver ion of one of the primal tori
that characterize the culture in which
the tory i told. Th primal tori
are the archetypical pie, Roman e,
Melodrama and atire, and th ir
2

Marriage originates with God, is received by a husband, given in turn to the wife,
received by her, given to the children-a constant flow of giving and receiving.
each book and film he discusses.
This is a book that should please
and stimulate a variety of peopleliterati: students of popular culture,
or just plain old movie buffs who
knew all along that their favorite
films were saying something important and timeless. At the most
profound level, McConnell, Frye,
Jung, and others seem to be saying
that cycles of the seasons, human
life, and even societies have what
philosophers call "ontological
status." Certainly speculative inquiry into the universal presence of
these cycles and their artistic depiction in stories in a variety of media
should be a major task of scholarship.

••
••

James Combs

The Mystery Of Oneness
By Paul G. Bretscher. Indianapolis:
Parish Leadership Training, Inc., 1980.
Pp. 163. Paper, $7.50.

This study-book on marriage was
occasioned by "an explosion of divorces" in the author's congregation.
He explored the question of divorce
with his weekly Bible Study cla .
This provided initial input for the
book's twenty chapters, well laid out
in a group study format.
His approach is not to focu on
divorce as such (the book gives urprisingly little space to any direct
discussion of divorce), but rather to
consider at length the nature and
purpose of marriage.
He senses, correctly I believ ,
that the Bible's fundamental understanding of marriage i root d in the
first three. chapters of Gene i . Both
Jesus and the po tle Paul dir ct
attention to "the beginning when
they deal with que tion relating to
marriage. Bret cher pend th fir t
half of his book laying out an understanding of marriage in t rm of
Creation and the Fall. Thi pro ide
the foundation for his consid ration
of the ew Te tament pa age deal30

ing with marriage. It is a sound way
to approach the biblical material.
Many books on marriage present
marriage. as a goal, something to be
achieved. Bretscher comes at it the
other way around: He presents marriage as a Given, something created
by God, to be received with joy and
celebration. "The man sets no goals,
makes no-plans, carries out no programs. He is presented as pure receiver, and the Lord as pure Giver.
The Lord 'brought her to the man.'
Every man in every generation must
realize this." (p. 21) The origin, destiny, and meaning of marriage is
found not in anything that man does,
but in what God gives. This is Bretscher's central theme, and he returns
to it again and again.
His primary vehicle for delivering this theme is a pair of terms that
he sets in opposition to one another:
"Sequence" and "Hierarchy." Sequence is positive. It describes a
horizontal flow, like a river, from
a source to a goal. It images the giving that originates with God, is received by a husband, given in turn
to the wife, received by her, given
again to the children- a constant
flow of giving and receiving, including pontaneous "whirlpools of mutual giving and receiving." It i a
h lpful image and e pecially appropriate for depicting the author's central theme of "Givenne s." The contra ting term i "hierarchy " and
into it Br t cher pour everything
n gative, from elf-a ertive individuali m to elf-engro ed piety.
Once he introduce the e two
t rm virtuall e r fault or breaki attributed to
er equ nee mentality and thi con titute the book
ingl mo t eriou w akne . Fir t
of all it load th
t rm , ith meanand connotation that go way
b ond normal u age and therefore
b om m rel an exerci e in e oteric definition. condl and more
eriou 1 it ub titut
ri id ab-

stractions for the working of the
Spirit. A person in need of help is
pointed not to the Lor d , bu t to a
"Sequence men tality." O r, negatively, a person in difficulty is cautioned
not against sin, selfishness, or the
devil, but against a "Hierarchy m entality."
In the last chapter Bretscher literally equates Sequence with the
Spirit and Hierarchy with the flesh .
He would have communicated his
ideas more effectively if he h ad
simply utilized these biblical terms
throughout. They can handle the
kind of freight he is dealing with,
whereas "Sequence" and "Hierarchy" cannot, without distorting
their normal meanings and introducing unnecessary confusion. (For
instance, the Bible says that a wife is
to be "subject to," literally "ordered
or set under" her husband. This is
clearly a vertical or hierarchical
image. In consigning this term to a
purely negative function, Bretscher
has to come up with some forced
and unnatural exegesis of passages
that present a vertical image in a
positive way. The problem that
Bretscher is trying to address is not
hierarchy, as such, but an abusive,
insensitive, or ungodly exercise of
authority within hierarchy. He
could have done it more effectively
by training his guns on the flesh
rather than on hierarchy.)
His handling of the question of
'rights" and "equality," particularly
prominent in the feminist movement is helpful and altogether coni tent with his central theme of
"Givenness." Our differences a
men and women are not an aberration or embarras ment nor merely
the re ult of cultural conditioning
but are a part of the givenne which
we bring to marriage and which we
celebrate!
Hi brief ection on inglene i
an xcellent offering- omething
u uall o erlooked in a book on
marriage.
Larry Christenson

••
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Woman by the Grave
Where are the children?
The voice asks:
woman-voice beating
great wings of words
against the walls.
In the shadows she stands
an archaic figure, queen
of a waterless house
where no bread is touched
no cup tilted.
It is a long way
an impossible distance
to the place where the children sleep.
On rivers of dust, they journey
in small boats, in wooden caskets
painted with familiar effigies.
Where are the children?
Her eyes are fixed orbs
tearless, enormously open;
her grief is simple: she has seen
when the windows shattered
glass slivers arrowed
through their hearts.
When the bomb exploded
- Hiroshima, Birmingham
Jerusalem, Vietnamwhen the plumed serpent, the fire-beast
began to slither through the roof
the children ran out: coated
with flames, they ran down the road
their dying caught on film
transcribed in photographs
sold to newspapers and magazines.
Nothing left
only silent screams
flattened on cheap paper;
only a brilliant swarm:
one and one and one
little moth of a child
dancing to death in the heat.
Who can ~omfort her?
She stands at the center
where the world pivot
where mill tone grind
the wheat of her young
Her hand are lifted tr tched
like winter branche again t the k
What can the reach? What legacy
what trea ure can th hold
now that the children tra el
underground on riv r of and?
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Ph to raph By
K n Bazy n

There will be sound, movement
a fine sifting of light
over the ruined land.
A spider will dangle
from a silvery thread
will make a loop, recov r
an ancient craft.
Saplings will pu h through th rubbl
to wave green flag in th wind.
eed will anchor th m Iv
w

Woman, great Moth r h ar it
crying lif into y ur dark.

Catherine de Vinck
Editor' ot : Cathen·ne de Vinck reads
twenty-six of her poems including her two
poems in tht's £ssue, on al ng-pla in
record entitled B
f
. Th
with the full text of the p ms £s
postpaid and ma be rde~ d fr m
Press Box 103 Allendale ew Jerse 07 1.
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Farewell To
A Heavyweight
John Strietelmeier
During the six years I was vicepresident for academic affairs at
Valparaiso University, I strongly
supported the administration's policy of non-involvement in the political and doctrinal controversies
which have troubled The Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod in recent
years. It seems to me that such a policy is demanded of any institution
which claims to be truly a university.
To abandon such a policy in favor
of any kind of institutional commitment to one side or the other would
be a clear (and suicidal) betrayal of
the confidence of those who look to
the University to maintain an hone t
market-place for the exchange of
ideas.
But an institutional policy of evenhanded fairness needs to be more
than words. It needs to be practised
by those who have administrative
responsibility for the University.
And during the time I was one of
those persons, I made every effort
to prevent my personal view and
preferences from influencing my
judgments at the profe sional, institutional level. Tho e who know me
can not be unaware of my great personal liking and profound profe sional respect for John Tietjen and
Bob Bertram and Eddie Schroeder
(my first coun elee) and Kelly Fuerbringer and many other who still
stand under unpro ed but unre-
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tracted charges of false teaching.
But I would defy anyone to find a
case between 1973 and 1979 of that
liking or respect affecting the academic policies of Valparaiso University.
Now I no longer speak for Valparaiso University or, indeed, for anybody else except myself and, usually,
my wife". So permit me to attempt a
kind of public sorting out of my
thoughts on the imminent retirement of Dr. J.A.O. Preus from the
presidency of The Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod.
If popes and councils can err, so
can the conventions of church bodies. I continue to believe that the
Missouri Synod took a wrong turn
in 1969 when it rejected the leadership of Dr. Oliver R. Harms and replaced him with Dr. Preus. Not that
it was a matter of rejecting the Gospel as some critics have alleged.
The Synod did not cease to be Christian nor did it become any more
political than it has always been.
But it did, in my judgment, lose its
nerve, its courage to follow its Lord
into a new world of unpredictable
opportunities and dangers, of unfamiliar relationships and strange
alliances, of challenging ideas and
threatening questions. In a panic all
the more under tandable because it
developed out of a genuine fear of
losing the saving Gospel, the Synod
bolted, abandoning the leaders who
in i ted on moving it forward into
this new world and rallying around
new leader who were known to prefer the way of caution and security.
This i admittedly my biased analy i of the ituation in 1969. I considered it then, and I till consider
it now a tragedy that the ynod in
1969 did not in the full jo and confid nee of the Go p 1, take a deep
br ath and follo it lead r into
th unknown. But I r ad a traged
what man brother and i t r of
mine in th Mi ouri nod r ad a
r birth, renewal a narrow e ap
from apo t

The leader to whom the Synod
turned in 1969 was Dr. Jacob Aall
Otteson Preus. Dr. Preus was strikingly similar to his predecessors in
the presidency in two all-important
respects: he was, like all of them, a
saint, by the grace of God; and he
was, again like all of them, a sinner,
all on his own. In many other ways,
he was different: Norwegian, a
Ph.D., earthy, and political. The
differences are not really all that
important, although we of the loyal
opposition have a lot of fun pretending that they are.
Dr. Preus proceeded with vigor
to carry out the mandate that was
implied by his election. Much of
what was done under his administration I frankly wish had not been
done. On the other hand, he can not
fairly be accused of deceiving the
Synod. Those of us who knew something of his thinking before he became President had no reason to be
surprised by his policies in office.
And in a day when candidates' platforms and promises bear little similarity to their performances in office, I mean that statement as a tribute to Dr. Preus.
The Majority within the Synod
which elected Dr. Preus to the presidency and twice re-elected him
have every reason to say, "Well
done, good and faithful servant" as
he prepares to leave office. In a
limited way, I can join in that accolade, for he has indeed been a good
and faithful servant, even though
to policies which, a I see it have
dimini hed the theology of the
Synod and severely weakened its
tradition of evangelical di cipline.
But men of faith may re pect each
other even when they can not al" ay uppre
doubt about each
other' wi dom or even, apprehenion of God will.
On a more per onal le el an one
who ha done hi b t in a tough job
de rve the be t wi he of tho e
, horn he tri d to erve. o- good
luck, Jack.
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